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SYNOPSIS

In 1874 the government of Alexander Mackenzie let four contracts for

a pioneer telegraph line to be built as part of the project for a Canad

ian Pacific Railway. The line was to extend from Thunder Bay on Lake

Superior through Selkirk on the Red River to Cache Creek in B.C., where

it would connect with that province's telegraph system. The contractors

for the second section of the pioneer line built a short line from Selkirk

to Winnipeg giving them connections with Ottawa and their suppliers in

the East. Almost immediately after awarding the contracts, the Mackenzie

government stopped work on the most westerly contract, leaving the pioneer

line with a terminus at a point south of Edmonton, but not before the

section from Cache Creek to Kamloops had been completed. This section of

the pioneer line was eventually transferred to the Canadian Pacific Rail

way when its railway lines were built along that route, as was the section

from Thunder Bay to Selkirk. A change of policy with regard to the route

the railway would follow resulted in the �bandonment of the inter-lake

section and a portion of the prairie section. The remainder of the

prairie line functioned as a sort of branch line of the newly-built

Canadian Pacific telegraph line, giving service to Battleford and Edmon

ton by way of the "fertile belt". A part of it continued to operate until

1923, by which time it had outlived its usefulness.

This thesis examines the construction of the pioneer line and the

extent to which the Mackenzie and Macdonald governments made use of it

as part of national policy. Materials in the archives of the four

western provinces and in the Public Archives of Canada, along with a body

of material accumulated in the field, form the central core of the study.
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PREFACE

The writer began the research for this thesis quite by accident

eighteen years ago, while teaching at Irma, Alberta. A student handed

in a scrapbook, containing a map torn out of an old atlas showing the

North-West Territories as they were in the late 18801s. The map showed

a telegraph line extending from QulAppe11e, in the district of Assini

boia, to Edmonton, in the district of Alberta, and passing through the

part of Alberta where I was living at the time. (See Eleanor - Map 1 in

Appendix I). A station by the name of Eleanor had apparently been nearby.

My curiosity stimulated, I began making the inquiries which finally led

to this thesis. Nothing disappears more completely than a telegraph line

which has been both built and abandoned before the period of settlement,

and whose materials have been salvaged. I was occasionally told that no

such line had existed, and that I should be directing my search north of

the Saskatchewan River where, everyone knew, a telegraph line had existed

until its abandonment in the early twenties. An article in a Viking,

Alberta, publication Remember When? was encouraging at this time because

it told of insulators which had been found in neighbouring districts, and

I eventually learned that two of them had been preserved in the Viking

school museum.

In time I came upon J. S. Macdonaldls The Dominion Telegraph, pub

lished by the Canadian North-West Historical Society at Batt1eford, a

society which had been one of the first casualties of the great depression

of the 193015. Here I must make a special acknowledgment of the work of

this man and of the society which published it. The Dominion Telegraph

1
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has been my constant companion ever since I was able to purchase a

copy, and without it, research would have been much more difficult.

Macdonald's work is basically about one section of the pioneer tele

graph line built along the right-of-way of the projected Canadian

Pacific Railway in the latter part of the 1870's, although the neigh

bouring section, crossing the inter-lake region of Manitoba, receives

some attention in the first three or four pages. While Macdonald's

work contains errors, some of them very serious, it gives a glimpse

of the reasons for the construction of the line, and alludes to the

existence of two other sections. In time, lines of research suggested

by Macdonald's work led me to archives in Edmonton, Battleford, Regina,

Winnipeg and Ottawa, as well as to the special collections at the

University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon. These studies showed that the

pioneer telegraph line, along with the two lines which gave it connec

tions, through the United States, to eastern Canada, is intimately

associated with the history of Canada from the Lakehead west to the

Pacific through a period beginning more than a decade before Confedera

tion and reaching well into this century. Since it functioned in a

dual role, primarily as a means of communication but also as a recorder

of events, study given to it by historians is intrinsically worthwhile.



Chapter One

FIRST ATTEMPTS

In the 1840's and 1850's entrepreneurs were beginning to consider

ways of shortening the trade routes of the world by constructing lines

of transportation and communication across the North American continent.

Major Robert Carmichael-Smith in 1848 advocated a railway from Halifax

to the mouth of the Fraser.
1

In 1851 Allan McDonell, of Toronto, sought

a charter of incorporation for a Lake Superior and Pacific Railway Com

pany, but had his application rejected on the grounds that the "c1aims of

the Indian tribes had first to be adjusted". In 1852 Captain Millington

H. Synge and Alexander Doue11 both proposed a transcontinental railway.

They had two things in common: they ignored the chartered rights of the

Hudson's Bay Company and they had little capita1.2
The Fraser River gold discoveries gave new impetus to such projects.

Perry McDonough Col1ins' project for a transcontinental telegraph line

to join at Bering Strait with another to be built through Siberia to

Russia and on to western Europe received encouragement and support from

Russian, British, American and Canadian governments. The construction of

this line, which reached the Pacific at San Francisco and then swung

north to pass through Oregon and Washington and British Co1umbia's Fraser

Valley, was well advanced in 1866, when the laying of the Atlantic cable

caused it to be discontinued.3
The geographical obstacles in British North America were known to be

formidable. There were, however, other obstacles to be considered. The

chartered rights of the Hudson's Bay Company was one. The reluctance of

the Canadian government to embark on any project which might raise taxes

3
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was another. Most difficult of all, perhaps, to capitalists in search

of grants or loans or other financial aid, was the figure of W. E. Glad

stone, chancellor of the exchequer in several succeeding British cabinets,

and famous for his policies of economy and retrenchment. Only the Duke

of Newcastle, the colonial secretary, gave encouragement to projects

which might establish agricultural communities in areas presently occupied

by Indians.4
One entrepreneur whose efforts left tangible results was Sir Edward

Watkin. The son of a wealthy Manchester cotton merchant, Watkin found

in railway and telegraph expansion a natural outlet for his entrepreneur-

ial zeal and managerial talents. He had been involved in British railway

affairs since the mid-1840's, serving in various capacities the Trent

Valley, the London and Northwestern and the Manchester, Sheffield and

Lincolnshire railways. His railway career brought him into contact with

such men influential in the political and financial worlds as the Duke of

Newcastle and the Glyn family, well-known London bankers. He early

developed an interest in North American affairs.5 A book written in

1852 recorded his observations after a summer tour of Canada and the

United States.6
Watkin's interest in the affairs of British North America had

ideological as well as professional foundations. As he wrote in 1887,

Anyone who reads what follows will learn that I am

an Imperialist - that I hate Little Englandism.
That, so far as my puny forces would go, I struggled
for the union of the Canadian Provinces, in order
that they might be retained under the sway of the
best form of government - a limited monarchy, and
under the best of that7form - the beneficent rule
of our Queen Victoria.
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But Watkin's imperialism was not based entirely on a conception of

duty and patriotism. In Watkin's opinion Canada could in the future

provide a secure route to the rich trade harvests of the Orient. British

North America was something to be held for the material good of the

Empire as well as a monarchical bulwark against a rising republican

tide.

Watkin's distaste for republicanism did nothing to dampen his frank

admiration for the accomplishments of American commerce and industry.

His imperialism was combined with entrepreneurial supranational ism in

matters of business and finance. The rapid expansion of the Republic's

railroad and telegraph systems toward the western part of British North

America caught his attention, and while fearing republican intrusions

there, he readily adopted the management and promotion methods of the

American railway builders to serve his own ends.8
Watkin was sent to Canada in 1861 to attempt to reorganize the

affairs of the Grand Trunk Railway, then in a state of chaos. He had

been approached for a similar reason in 1854, but had refused, giving

ill health and business preoccupation in England as his reasons. In 1861,

however, he accepted with enthusiasm, probably because certain of his

views had had time to mature. In an article in the Illustrated London

News in February, 1861, he had strongly advocated the building of a

Pacific railway to connect with the lines already operating in Canada.9
Such a railway, he argued, would provide an economical route to the Orient

and would open up vast areas of the interior of British North America to

colonization and commerce.

Watkin, as we have seen, was not the first to suggest a railway
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linking the Atlantic with the Pacific. His advocacy of such a scheme

shortly before accepting his post with the Grand Trunk, however, gave a

clear indication of the steps he considered necessary if the Grand Trunk

was to be a paying proposition. This commitment to the idea of a Pacific

communications link was to lead him to propose a transcontinental te1e-

graph line as a prelude to construction of a Pacific railway.

Before he left England, Watkin had an interview with the Duke of

Newcastle, the colonial secretary. The two were in agreement as to the

importance of a railway to the Paci fi c. Watk in 1 ater wrote "that from

the 17th July, 1861, I regarded myself as the Duke's unofficial, unpaid,

never-tiring agent in these great enterprises".10
Never-tiring Watkin would certainly have to be in the two years that

followed. For, while the schemes and conceptions that he and Newcastle

had talked of were far-reaching and grand, bringing them into reality

involved making his way through a frightening maze of negotiations.

Much of British North America was involved, including British Columbia,
..

Vancouver Island, Rupert's Land, the provinces of Canada, New Brunswick

and Nova Scotia, the great and ancient Hudson's Bay Company, the Grand

Trunk Railway and the Colonial Office itself. If this maze of interests

and institutions defeated Watkin in the end, he at least had the satis-

faction of knowing that the Hudson's Bay Company, then in its second

century of trading activities in North Amer i ca , would never be the same

again.

Any project of transportation or communication in British North

America involved lands of the Hudson's Bay Company if its aims were

transcontinental in extent. The board of directors of the aid cc�pany
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could tell by the 1850's that the old regime was passing, and that the

West could not always remain the preserve of the fur trader. Its legal

position, however, was strong, and while it was not unprepared to sell

some of its rights, it did not propose to give them away. In 1856 Edward

Ellice, Sr., one of the members of the board, had even suggested a price.

The Hudson's Bay Company are quite willing to dispose
of their territory and their establishments. It is
a question of a million of moneY.ll

Negotiations began in 1862, Watkin representing the Grand Trunk

group and the Duke of Newcastle speaking for the Colonial Office, with

the object of obtaining land for the proposed telegraph line and railway.

The topic of the sale of the Company itself came up, and negotiations

went forward simultaneously on the two possibilities.12 The negotiations

culminated in the purchase of the Company by the newly-formed Internation-

al Finance Society, a society in which Watkin's financial backers figured

prominently and for which the trade in furs had not the importance given
13it by the old company. Watkin found himself in the not entirely

comfortable position of being in fact an agent of the new Hudson's Bay

Company, subject to the sanction of the Governor and board of directors,

as well as president of the Grand Trunk and representative of the finan-

cial backers. He was close to the source of power but still did not have

the last word.

The Duke of Newcastle, fully aware that the change of ownership of

the company would involve a change in its policies on settlement and

development, spoke optimistically in the House of Lords in July of 1863,

announcing that the Pacific telegraph was about to become a reality and

that credit for this was due to Watkin. While the project was still
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dependent on the sanction of the Canadian government, the Duke was sure

that this would be received in the coming session.14
Watkin, meanwhile, had held informal talks with Sir Edmund Head, the

new governor of the company, and had then left for Canada to make further

plans for the telegraph project. In Montreal he met Alexander Dallas,

the Overseas Governor of the company, who had just come in from Red

River, on his way back to London. That same day he received his official

letter of instructions from Head, requesting him to go to Red River and

report on the problems connected with telegraph construction across the

West. It was at this point that he made what turned out to be a serious

mistake. In his haste to set the project in motion he decided not to go

to Red River at all, but to rely on Dallas for the needed information.

He then proceeded to make definite plans for an immediate start on the

line. He drew up an agreement with O. S. Wood, superintendent of the

Montreal Telegraph Company, which would enable work to go ahead almost

immediately. The agreement, which was conditional on the concurrence of

both the Hudson's 8ay Company board of directors and the board of the

Montreal Telegraph Company, called for the latter to build a line from

the eastern end of their Canadian lines to Halifax and from their western

end to the Hudson's 8ay Company post at Sault Ste. Marie. The Hudson's

8ay Company was to build, by sub-contract to Wood, lines from Fort Garry

to the Pacific, to the U.S. border at Pembina, and to the Canadian border

at Fort William. They were also to make arrangements for a line from

Fort William to Sault Ste. Marie. It was provided that the section from

Fort Garry to Sault Ste. Marie was dependent upon arrangements with the

Canadian government. Failing or pending those arrangements the route to
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be adopted was to be by the way of Detroit, St. Paul and Pembina to Fort

15
Go rrJ' .

Watkin thought that he had reason to feel encouraged about progress.

A line avoiding the difficult terrain north of Lake Superior could be

put into operation within a year. When the Canadian government agreed

to a subsidy for the northern route, that portion could be built, making

the line follow an all-British route. But Watkin's haste had hurt his

project, as the official responses to his reports and agreements with

Wood soon showed. Sir Edmund Head took an extremely serious view of the

fact that Watkin had not obeyed his instructions and gone to Red River

himself. "You will forgive me for saying that the conditional agreements

for the telegraph are a little premature", Head wrote. He reminded Wat-

kin that the final decision in such matters lay with the governor and

board of directors. 16
Head told Watkin not to send Wood to Red River.

Wood, however, was already under way, having ordered a limited supply of

insulators and telegraph instruments in New York to enable an early start

during the fall of 1863 or early in 1864. Watkin had no choice but to

return to London and clarify his position with the governor and board of

directors. In London it was clear that Head and the board were not pre

pared to act quickly. After private and probably stormy sessions with

Head, Watkin submitted his resignation.17
The Company, however, did not abandon the project, and in May of

1864, they set it in motion. They appointed Dr. John Rae, the noted

Arctic explorer, to do the necessary survey for the route. Without wait

ing for his report, the board's agents ordered the wire and other supplies

and arranged for their shipment to Victoria and to Red River. Watkin,
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acting for the Grand Trunk, was free to offer free transportation over

the railway company's lines. By April of 1865 the telegraph supplies

were on the ground at Red River.18
In choosing Dr. Rae the board had obtained the services of a man

eminently qualified for the task. The noted Arctic explorer had crossed

and recrossed northern North America a number of times. His expedition

of 1853-54 had found evidence of the fate of the Franklin expedition.

In 1869 he had undertaken the land part of the survey of a projected

telegraph and cable system to link Europe with America by way of Scotland,

the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland.19
Dr. Rae was on board the "Pe rs i a'' when it sailed from Britain for

Montreal in May, 1864.20 In Montreal he made St. Lawrence Hall his head-

quarters, conferring with O. S. Wood on matters of route, distance and

supply of wood for poles.21 Notice was taken of the fact that Governor

Dallas of the Hudson's Bay Company personally favoured the Thompson River

route through the mountainous western end of the territory to be traversed

by the telegraph line.22 The supply of timber for poles was seen as one

of the chief problems, and throughout his journey west Rae made note of

the kinds and extent of the stands of timber available. It was at all

times assumed by Rae and the Hudson's Bay board that the telegraph line

would be built through the Yellowhead Pass, since that pass was believed

to give the lowest gradient through the mountains.

At St. Paul Dr. Rae hired a Mr. Schweiger to act as a foreman. In

his final report Rae suggested that Schweiger would be willing and able

to superintend construction of the line the next year.23
The prairie was dry in the spring of 1864 and prairie fires had been
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common. Pastures were poor as a result of drought, fires and grasshopper

infestation. The drought, however, had made driving conditions better

than usual all through Minnesota, and Rae noted with satisfaction that,

while the average time for the trip from Crow Wing to Fort Garry was ten

days, he had made it in seven.24 He arrived in Fort Garry on June 17,

and immediately set about hiring six men, a number he considered suffic

ient for a basic crew to clear and cut brush where that should prove

necessary.25 He purchased a spring wagon, three carts, fourteen horses

and the necessary provisions and tools. His plan was to reach the Rockies

by August 8, spend twelve to fifteen days exploring the area and send

Schweiger and some of the men back, to arrive at Fort Garry on or before

October 20. Rae and the rest of the men would go on to the coast.

Before he left Fort Garry Rae was met at the Court House by the

Saulteaux chi ef, Panasay, lithe Orator", and si xty of hi s tribesmen. News

of the project had reached them, and they wanted an explanation of what

was intended. Rae outlined the purpose of the telegraph line, assuring

them that presents would be given to the Indians as long as the line

remained undamaged. With the distribution of provisions, ammunition and

tobacco, the Saulteaux went away happy.26
Rae and his party left Fort Garry on June 26, and spent more than a

month locating a suitable route for the line, arriving in Edmonton on

July 28. Rae kept in mind the availability of suitable timber for poles,

and the route he eventually recommended seldom strayed far from where

trees were handy.27 Not surprisingly, the route recommended would have

linked together a number of the famous old Hudson's Bay posts of the

"fertile belt". From Fort Garry through Prairie Portage post and Fort
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Ellice to Fort Pelly, timber was either readily available or not too far

away. The most difficult part of the country to build through, Rae con

cluded, would be in the central region from Touchwood Hills to Fort

Carlton. He decided to avoid that area by going north-west from Fort

Pelly to cross the North Saskatchewan River at Fort a la Corne and then

by keeping to the north bank of that river through Fort Carlton and Fort

Pitt to Fort Edmonton. The line from Fort Carlton to Fort Pitt would

also be difficult, Rae observed, but timber for poles could be brought

to this section of the line by steamer. West of Fort Edmonton there was

no problem, but a good trail would have to be cleared to facilitate haul

ing the supplies of wires, brackets and insulators. Rae was pleased to

be able to report that in the country west of Fort Edmonton there were

good stands of Norway pine or red pine which were suitable for telegraph

poles.28
The party did not reach T�te Jaune Cache until August 23, two weeks

later than planned, because more clearing for the trail was necessary

than Rae had anticipated. Rae changed his strategy. South of Big Lake

he had hired an extra man to help with the clearing, making a total party

of nine. He now decided to send out two parties, one to explore the

Thompson River country, the other to go west to the Cariboo diggings.

The rest, including Rae himself, would build a canoe to go down the

Fraser River.29
As a result of these explorations, Rae decided to recommend the

Fraser River route. The Fraser was so crooked, he reported, that it

would be advisable, in order to save wire, to cut a path along the out-

side limits of the loops, thus giving the shortest possible distance
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along the r+ver '
s direction of flow. Supplies of trees were available

and would present no problem.

Appalled at the high cost of labour in the West, he recommended

hiring eastern men, who would work for less. As for the line itself,

twenty-four poles to the mile and number ten wire should make a satis-

factory line. Since there were no particular obstacles to construction

he looked forward to an early competion of the line, realizing, from long

experience, the many advantages it could offer to the western traveller.

Rae reached Victoria, Vancouver Island, on September 29, 1864,

and from there he made his way back to England, where he presented his

report to the Hudson1s Bay Company board.3D
Construction could have begun on the Hudson1s Bay telegraph project

in 1865. The materials were on the ground and the route had been surveyed.
31

Unfortunately, however, April of 1865 saw the completion of the line being

built northward from San Francisco to British Columbia by Perry McDonough

Collins, and the principal reason for the Hudson1s Bay project had been

removed. 32
The telegraph materials in storage at Victoria were sold to

the Collins project as the Siberia-bound line was being built through

northern British Columbia.33 Telegraph service reached Victoria by way

of this line in 1866,34 and it provided telegraph communication with the

rest of Canada until the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway

C I l t
.
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ompany s lne ln gave more lrec communlca lone

There is irony in this story of Watkin and his negotiations with the

Hudson1s Bay Company. Had he made haste more slowly the outcome - and

Canadian history - might have been much different. In 1863, when Watkin

received the order to proceed to Red River, it was possible to make the
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trip from Montreal to that place in a little more than a month. Lord

Milton and Dr. Cheadle had done it the year before and managed some

hunting on the side.36 Had Watkin followed orders and gone to Red River

he could have obtained the information desired and been back in Montreal

by late September. Armed with a favourable report he could either have

written to Head or travelled himself to England in time for action to

be taken by, say, mid-October. Supplies ordered in November and sent by

steamer and American railways could have been on the ground at both Fort

Garry and Victoria by late April of 1864. The line could have been con

structed in the summer of that year. This would have given telegraphic

communication between British Columbia, Rupert's Land and Canada regard-

less of whether the Canadian government decided to participate by author

izing the line north of Lake Superior. It is entirely possible that,

faced with a positive Hudson's Bay Company decision in the fall and winter

of 1863, the government of J. S. Macdonald would have decided to go ahead

with its part of the project. Lacking this positive example, the Canad

ian government decided not to take part.37 As a result, Red River

remained isolated from Canada until 1871, by which time the troubles of

1869-1870 and the Fenian raid of 1871 were history.

The telegraph materials which had been transported to Fort Garry in

1864 remained there, unused, until 1871.38 One of the first sights which

greeted Adams George Archibald upon his arrival at Red River in 1870 was

a massive pile of crates of telegraph insulators, brackets and coils of

telegraph wire. Archibald, recently named Lieutenant-Governor of the

newly-created province of Manitoba, faced a formidable task of conciliation,
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Comrun i c at i on is essential to conciliation, and Archib e l d appears to

�ave appreciated that fact.39 There is evidence to show that the unused

telegraph materials were among the first items of unfinished business

de a 1 t I"i th by the new L i eutenant- Governor, and that the telegraph 1 i ne,

whose construction he listed among his main achievements, had to have

• 0
.L..L. .L

0

b
� 0 40

nlS a�LenLl0n on anum er aT occaslonso

The supplies at Red River were well-known in official circles, even

if they had not been put to use. The list of articles drawn up in 1869

relative to the transfer of Rupert's Land from Hudson's Bay Company to

Canadian jurisdiction had the following as clause 10:

Canada is to take over the materials of the
Electric Telegraph at cost price, such price
including transport, but not including interest
for money, and subject to deduction for
ascertained deterioration'41

jj, Privy Council minute, dated folay 18, 1870, also had the telegraph mater-

ial in mind. Mr. McDougall, the lieutenant-governor designate who had

been prevented by the Metis from entering Rupert's Land in October, 1869,

had made the suggestion that a telegraph line be built from Fort Garry

to Pembina, on the international boundary. The minute directed that a

study be made to find out the cost of building on Canadian soil first.42
The findings were not encouraging; a submarine cable linking Chantry

Island with the head of Lake Superior would cost $467,000.00, while the

estimated cost of a line from the head of the lake to Fort Garry would be

544,300.00, a total of more than half a million dollars. Those who made

the study recommended, as a "t emporary expedi en t'", that an agreement be

arrived at with the Northwestern Telegraph Company, whose lines then

reached to Breckenridge, Minnesota, some three h�ndred miles south of
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Fort Garry.43
By August, 1870, the Northwestern Telegraph Company had made a

proposal to the Canadian Public Works Department: a single-wire line was

to be built before September 1, 1871, connecting Fort Garry with the

Company's lines; the Company was to maintain the line for three years at

its own expense; the Company was to transmit messages, offering a rebate

of 25% on messages less than 100 words and of 75% on messages of more

than 100 words; the Canadian government was to secure the right of

property on the Pembina-to-Fort-Garry section of the line, and to give

the right to do business free of taxation; the Canadian government was to

furnish insulators and wire to build the 300-mi1e line, delivery to Fort

Garry, Pembina and Georgetown. The government was to supply additional

wire at cost price, receiving payment in telegraphy; the government was

to pay duty on the supplies entering the United States; the wire was to

revert to the Canadian government if the Company failed to maintain the

line, and as much of the additional wire as remained unpaid for was to

be returned or made good to the government.44
An order-in-council dated August 17, 1870, implemented the agreement

but revised clause 4, since that right - the right of property - was

under the jurisdiction of the Manitoba government.45 The Company assented

to the revision of the property clause on August 31. One of Archiba1d's

first official duties was to meet with councillors Boyd and Girard to

give the necessary provincial property privileges under clause 4. An

act of the Manitoba legislature would be necessary to give this agreement

the force of law, and Boyd and Girard recommended the appropriate steps.46
The Hudson's Bay Company asked twelve th.ousand nine hundred
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eighty-seven pounds fifteen shillings four pence for the telegraph

supplies. After deductions for short quantity and for storage, which

Canada was under no obligation to pay, the Company was paid eleven

thousand seven hundred seventy-nine pounds one shilling and seven pence

for them.47
Archibald and his councillors took a close look at the agreement

which the Canadian government had arrived at with the Northwestern

Telegraph Company, and thought that something should be done about clause

six, having to do with the payment of duty. Duty had already been paid

on the supplies once, when they were brought through the United States,

and over two-thirds of the proposed line was actually in the United

States, where it would be readily available for the use of American

citizens. Archibald was directed to ask the United States consul in Red

River, J. W. Taylor, if he could request the remission of duty on these

particular supplies. J. F. Hartley, acting secretary of the U. S.

Treasury Department, politely advised Taylor that there was "no provision

of law" under which he could authorize the free entry of the materials.48
The materials were delivered to the specified delivery points and

work went forward on the line. Archibald's work was far from done, how-

ever. When Robertson of Northwestern Telegraph Company wrote to the

Manitoba government about the materials being assembled "in suitable

places mentioned and left in safe hands",49 Archibald had to remind him

that the Canadian government's obligation, as per clause 5, had to do

with "delivery" only and not with appointing people to keep them safe.50
A memo of wire and insulators in store at Winnipeg, May 3, 1871,

gives the amount of materials then in the pile at Fort Garry:
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2078 coils electric wire weighing about
249,360 pounds.
159 boxes insulators-220 each box or

34,980 ina 11 .

5280 feet, or one mile, length of wire
weighs 252 pounds; or 21 feet to the
pound. Jas. F. Graham.51

Meanwhile the community at Red River was speculating about when the

line would be finished. In January of 1871 the Weekly Manitoban hoped

for telegraph connection by lithe end of September nextll and reminded its

readers that there had once been hope of completion of the line IIlast

fall".52 In July the newspaper reported that work was continuing and

the line was gradually being extended along the Red River Valley north

ward to Fort Garry.53 But the Fenian scare of October, 1871 came and

went and still there was not the convenience of telegraph service. Not

until November 20 could a telegram be sent from Fort Garry. Archibald's

message to Governor-General L isgar spoke of "devout thankfulness to

Almighty God for the close of our isolation from the rest of the wcr l d",

liThe voice of Manitoball, he went on, lIuttered this morning on the banks

of the Assiniboine, will be heard in a few hours on the banks of the

Ottawa ...

" Lisgar replied congratulating the inhabitants of Manitoba on

the event.
54

From then on most issues of the Manitoban contained news telegraphed

from all parts of the world where telegraph service extended. If the

month of February, 1872 is any indication, Archibald himself made con-

siderable use of the line for government purposes, sending thirteen

telegrams consisting of 1389 words, for a net cost after rebates of

$152.06.55 Maintaining telegraph service was to cause Archibald two more

sets of problems with the telegraph line. A storm in April of 1872
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Northwestern Telegraph Company telegram. The a8ssage
reads as follows:

ffFort Garry, July 25, 1872. To Lieut.-Governor, Fort

Garry by telegraph from Ottawa, 25, 1872. Chief Justice
leave s next week for },Tani toba. On arrival C2�1 at once

revise voters list for use at Elections it is advisable
therefore that you should retain writs for the present
tl.J '. L,-:-·,_,--[.i_·.!li. 'tturns are not r-e quLr e d till 12th Oct.
-, - - - - -- - ..

: arn ard II
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wrecked portions of the line and it took a long time for service to be

restored. In May the Manitoban commented editorially about the poor

service given by the telegraph company, stating that even under the best

of conditions, the company seemed to have 111itt1e timell for Red River

messages.56 Then in September a sleet storm blew down poles and grounded

th
. 57

e Wlre.

Archibald waited what he thought was a decent time and then made

inquiries. When told that the man sent from St. Paul to repair the line

had fallen sick and that there were no conveyances handy to take workmen

out onto the line, Archibald replied that he would personally see to it

that all the teams necessary were found. He went on to warn the company1s

representative that the government of Canada would hold the company

responsible for any damages resulting from inability to use the line.

Not content with this action, Archibald wrote to the president of the

Northwestern Telegraph Company, notified the Secretary of State for the

Provinces of his action, and urged him to write to the company too.58
Archibald was later informed by the telegraph company that the repair

man had found over twenty miles of poles knocked down by the storm.

The telegraph line whose materials had been purchased by the Hudson1s

Bay Company, whose construction was arranged for by the Canadian govern-

ment, and whose repair was so bluntly insisted upon by Archibald, was

for twelve years the key section of telegraph line by which messages from

first Manitoba and the North-West Territories and then from Western

Ontario could be transmitted to the outside world.
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Chapter Two

LETTING THE CONTRACTS

A prominent Canadian historian has written that Alexander Mackenzie1s

"railway policy, of going ahead slowly, and not attempting to finish

within ten years, almost lost British Columbia to Canada".l In the

opinion of this writer, it is not at all certain that such a statement

is justified, bearing in mind the decisions Mackenzie took with regard

to the telegraph line. Rather it can be shown that Mackenzie's govern

ment received the criticism for Macdonald's neglect. It could, of course,

be argued at the outset that the terms by which British Columbia entered

Confederation were far more generous than was necessary, and that in

wishing to renegotiate them, the Mackenzie government was only acting

sensibly. But leaving that argument aside, there are facts which suggest

that, far from acting slowly, he had acted with considerable dispatch,

perhaps even ill-advised haste.

In July of 1873, an official complaint by the Lieutenant-Governor

of British Columbia, Mr. Trutch, was addressed to the Hon. Mr. Aikins,

then Secretary of State for Canada, enclosing a minute of the executive

council strongly protesting against the violation of the terms of Confed

eration.2 No notice was taken of the complaint, and it was, after a time,

renewed. The government of John A. Macdonald appears to have been too

preoccupied with other matters to deal with it. When a reply was made,

it came from the Mackenzie government on December 23, 1873, not much more

than a month after it had taken office. British Columbia had been in

Confederation for two years and the plans of the Macdonald government

had vanished with the "Pacific Scandal", leaving few traces of progress.

25
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Surveyors had traversed the country a number of times in search of a

suitable route for the Pacific Railway, and the Yellowhead had been con

firmed as the best pass through the Rocky Mountains: Sandford Fleming4
had long advocated the construction of a telegraph line prior to the

building of the railway,5 and, indeed, the agreement drawn up in February

of 1873 between the government and the group headed by Sir Hugh Allan

contained, in article 12 the following proviso:

That the Company may and shall construct, maintain
and work a continuous telegraph line throughout and

along the whole line of railway, such telegraph line
being required for the proper working of the railway,
and forming a necessary appendage thereto.6

Macdonald's preoccupation with finding a group of capitalists able and

willing to undertake the construction of the railway must have blinded

him to the advisability of letting contracts for the construction of a

telegraph line� Such a move would surely have been seen by Canadians in

B.C. as an indication that the government meant to honour its commitment.

In February of 1874 Mackenzie sent an envoy, J. D. Edgar, a leading

member of his party, to British Columbia to propose a revision of the

terms of Confederation.7 In so doing Mackenzie may have been assuming

that, since it was widely felt that the original terms had been overly

generous, it would not be difficult to have them revised. Times were not

good8 and residents of B.C. would be no more willing to accept the in-

creased taxation that would be necessary, in order to build the railway,

than citizens of other provinces. The government of B.C., however, now

headed by George A. Walkem9, refused to do business with Edgar. Walkem

appealed to the Imperial government for redress of the breach of contract,

eventually carrying the appeal personally to London. Lord Carnarvon, the
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Colonial Secretary, announced, without consulting Canada, that he was

willing to arbitrate between the two governments.1Q Instead of main

taining, as he would have been justified in doing, that the matter was a

purely domestic affair, Mackenzie at first declined the offer and then

later agreed to submit the Canadian case to the Colonial Secretary.

The absurdity of a Canadian province appealing to the Colonial Office

after having refused to deal with the Dominion government's envoy was

recognized both in British Columbia and in the eastern provinces. A

mass meeting at Yale, B.C., approved Mackenzie's railway policy and con

II
demned the actions of the local government. The Toronto Globe commented

favourably about the government's "proposal to utilize for a time the

long stretches of lake and river communication".12 The government soon

revealed how it intended to implement its policy. In June, just after

the announcement by Lord Carnarvon, notices appeared in leading news-

papers calling for tenders for the construction of a pioneer telegraph

line from Lake Superior to the Pacific.13 The day after the notices

appeared the Globe stated editorially,

We are glad to find that the government are prepared
to adopt an energetic policy in these respects and
thus not only develop the north-west region but also
assist most materially the solution of the problem
how the C.P.R. is finally to be constructed'14

The notice outlined in clear terms that the government envisaged a

"pioneer line ... to assist in the building of the Railway".15 Shortly

after the appearance of the notice the Governor-General, Lord Dufferin,

sent to the Colonial Secretary, Lord Carnarvon, a little printed circular

intended for distribution to prospective contractors and containing the

same text.
16



While prospective contractors were studying the parti!

proposed telegraph line with a view to submitting tenders,

Assembly of British Columbia again petitioned the Queen, a

Canada had violated the terms of the Confederation agreemel

government then in power for less than a year was receivinl

the neglect of its predecessor in spite of the fact that i'

motion arrangements for the construction of a pioneer tele,

the Pacific. A Canadian government, not for the last time

that since private capitalists could not be induced to coml

complete a project, the government would have to undertake

ber of 1874, just a year after it had assumed office, and I

definitely located the route or obtained a complete knowle,

nature of the country concerned, the Mackenzie government I

covering 1369 miles of telegraph line from Selkirk, Manitol

Pacific coast by way of the Yellowhead Pass.18 Contract NI

October 17, 1874, was made with Sifton and Glass for const

telegraph line between Selkirk and Livingstone. Under Con

dated October 30, 1874, Richard Fuller was to build a line

Livingstone and Edmonton. Contract No.3, dated November

for construction of a line between Edmonton and Cache Cree

Barnard. On February 9, 1875, a fourth contract was award,

Davidson & Co., for construction of a line from Fort Willi

To avoid confusion the four telegraph contracts are d

the order in which they were awarded.
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Chapter Three

WINNIPEG TO LIVINGSTONE - THE SIFTON, GLASS CONTRACT

The route for the transcontinental railway was located through the

inter-lake region of Manitoba. With the "fertile belt" and the Yellow

head Pass in mind, the engineer-in-chief had the options of locating

the railway due west from Selkirk for 120 miles to angle north-west

along the traditional route or of directing it due north-west from Sel

kirk, crossing Lake Manitoba at the Narrows. Fleming chose the latter

option. On paper the route was a draughtsman's dream - a perfectly

straight line from Selkirk to the Narrows, not deviating even for Dog

Lake;l another straight line from Ebb-and-Flow Lake to a point at the

foot of Duck Mountain near present-day Swan River; then a short and

nearly straight line to Livingstone on Snake Creek.2 On the ground,

however, it was a tel graph contractor's nightmare, difficult to build

and impossible to maintain except in winter. While Sir Sandford Fleming

defended the choice of the route on a number of occasions, almost every-

one who knew the West agreed that the choice was a mistake. The record

is absolutely clear that the only time this section of the line was

dependable was in winter, when that land of lakes, marshes and muskegs

through which it passed was frozen solid and travel through it became

easy for maintenance men.3 If the telegraph line was only a partial

success during the pioneer period, it was because of the choice of the

inter-lake route between Selkirk and Livingstone. The responsibility for

the choice must be laid squarely on Fleming, since advice from almost all

sources was against it.4 This is ironical, because Fleming was one of

the first to suggest the construction of a transportation system across

31
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western Canada, and the use of a telegraph line as an aid to railway

construction is regarded by some as original with him.5
Fleming was appointed engineer-in-chief in April, 1871, and surveyors

were put to work almost immediately to locate the best route for a trans-

continental railway. Fleming himself took part in a general reconnais

sance in 1872.6 The route he followed then, described in Grant's Ocean

to Ocean, was the traditional one by way of Fort Garry, Fort Ellice, the

Little Touchwood Hills, the Touchwood Hills, Round Hill and Fort Carlton.7
In travelling along this route Fleming was simply following a trail which

freighters had followed for years and were using increasingly. By July

of the 1876 season, the Manitoba Daily Free Press informed its readers,

1500 carts had gone west on government business and 2000 more had done

so for traders, telegraph contractors and the Hudson's Bay Company. And,

the newspaper pointed out, three months of the freighting season re-

.

d
8

ma1ne . Fleming was, in fact, following the trail described in a memor-

ial which he himself had taken to Ottawa in 1863 on behalf of certain

citizens of the Red River settlement. The memorial made mention of "our

intimate knowledge of the country lying between this place [Fort Garry]

and the Rocky Mountains". "At all times during the sumner season", the

memorial continued,

loaded carts go from this place to Carlton, Fort
Pitt and Edmonton ... and last summer a party of

Canadians ... passed over the very same road; ...i f ,

in its present unimproved state, the road 1S .usable
... a comparatively small outlay will ...

make 1t
.

all that could be desired ... [the] surface of th1S
vast region is ... level ... free from those heavy
forests which, in Canada and elsewhere cause

such delay, and expense in road making.g
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With the language of this memorial in mind, one can understand the un

comprehending disbelief with which the news of Fleming's choice of the

inter-lake route was received by his former associates in the Red River

settlement.

Why did Fleming choose the inter-lake route?

In 1872, during his "genera1 reconnaissance" Fleming saw the deep

coulees of the western rivers which his surveyors had reported. His

report shows his concern with the "great cost" of bridging those rivers.10
He also seems to have been concerned about the slightly greater length

of rai 1 way 1 ine made necessary by passing to the south of Lake Mani toba

as all the old trails did. He calculated that the inter-lake route saved

30 miles. With his attention turned to a route by way of the Narrows he

gave orders for a survey of that region.

Granville C. Cunningham, who made a survey of the region between

Lake Winnipegosis and Livingstone, commented that though the worst of

the swamps was

... impossib1e to cross with horses, and ... offers
difficulties even to a man on foot, it is not
objectionable for the line of railway, as it is
easily drained and possesses a good clay bottom.1l

Cunningham did not speculate on how difficult it would be to build a

telegraph line through that country before the draining had been done

for railway construction. He also did not explain how it was to be

easily drained when it was impossible to cross with horses and offered

difficulties to men on foot. Are we to believe that the work of draining

these swamps would be less costly than building approaches to bridges

over prairie rivers?

....�.
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Fleming's surveyors themselves used the traditional trail to the

West whenever possible. H. A. F. Macleod, sent to examine the �ountry

between Livingstone and Jasper Valley in the spring of 1875, went by

way of Portage La Prairie and Fort Ellice.12 When he returned to Fort

Garry by way of Livingstone and Mossy River - that is, by the inter-lake

route - it was late December of 1875 and early January of 1876, when the

swamps were frozen. He described the road along the surveyed line from

Livingstone to Mossy River as livery rough".13 As soon as possible he

got onto the winter trail lion the lakes".

When it came to making the location survey across the inter-lake

region, the crews saw to it that it was done in winter. Here is how

Fleming reported it:

The location surveys were carried on with so much
determination and vigour that, notwithstanding the
distance, fully 270 miles, and the inclemency of
the weather, together with inadequacy of shelter,
the survey of the whole section from Livingstone
to Selkirk was completed before the arrival of

spring·14
He did not explain that the survey could not have been carried out in

that amount of time if the weather had not been inclement, making travel

over swamps easy.

In later years Fleming spoke of the "engineering features" and

"commercial considerations" that had to be kept in mind when choosing a

route and building a railway. Did he really believe that in choosing a

route through the inter-lake region - a region throughout much of which

extensive drainage works would have to be carried out - he was giving

enough importance to "engineering features"? Did he bel ieve that, in

ignoring a country with a proven capacity to raise grain in favour of an
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area whose only crop, even today, is hay, he was giving adequate weight

to "commercial cons i der-at i ons"? The answer appears to be that he did,

for he stuck with his decision in the face of almost universal disapproval.

The contract for the 295-mile section of the line from Selkirk to

Livingstone was the first one awarded, the successful tender being that

of J. W. Sifton and David Glass.16 One writer has suggested that there

were irregularities in the granting of this contract - and there may have

been - but the suggestion that Sifton and Glass were given the Iieasy partli

of the line to build leaves the argument open to serious question.17
Construction was to start on October 17, 1874, and the time set for

completion was October 13, 1875. The rate of payment was to be $189.00

per mile through prairie and $492.00 per mile through woods. The total

cost was $146,020.00. Sifton and Glass were to operate and maintain the

line for five years following its comp1etion.18 Both men visited Winni

peg in November and set crews to work building the short spur line from

Selkirk, where the proposed railway was to cross the Red River, to

Winnipeg.19 This line was completed by November 25.20 In building it,

Sifton and Glass were acknowledging the importance of a telegraph connec-

tion with Ottawa, something the government appears to have overlooked.

Although not part of their contract, the short line was necessary both in

the construction of the telegraph lines to the West and to Thunder Bay

and in the building of the railway lines upon which work, it was antici

pated, would begin immediate1y.21
The Manitoba Daily Free Press reported in late November of 1874 that

the telegraph contractors had a number of men ready to go west whenever

the weather permitted.22 Work probably began as soon as the muskegs
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and swamps had frozen. One winter was not enough to complete the line,

and in July of 1875 Sifton and Glass wanted men to "finish the line

between Selkirk and Swan River".23 The next winter H. A. F. Macleod met

the crews at work putting up the telegraph line between Livingstone and

Mossy River in December and January of 1875 and 1876.24

Very little is known about the actual construction of the line be

yond what has been said about its being built in winter. J. S. Macdonald1s

The Dominion Telegraph contains a paragraph about a band of Indians who

wished the telegraph construction party to give them supplies.25 A

message was sent to Winnipeg - only forty miles away - and militia units

were reportedly sent to disperse the Indians, who thought that they had

been magically transported over the telegraph wire.26

Very little is known either about the telegraph stations of the line

built by Sifton and Glass. Like the other contractors, they were required

to build and maintain stations every fifty miles along the line. A dia

gram in the Colcleugh papers suggests that there were three stations

between Selkirk and Livingstone.27 In addition to this, the diary of an

unidentified telegrapher, found in the same papers, hints at the existence

of repairmen's "shanties" at Shoal Lake and Swan Creek in the section of

the line between Selkirk and the Narrows of Lake Manitoba.28 Only one

of these stations ever received mention in the columns of the Manitoba

Daily Free Press, and this reference, while not naming the stations,

leaves no doubt that there was a station at the Narrows.29
The Selkirk to Livingstone line was in operation in July of 1876.30

As late as July 3 of that year news items from Swan River were being

published in Winnipeg papers with a dateline that showed that they had
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been mailed twelve days earlier.31 However, an item telegraphed from

Livingstone on July 17 expressed satisfaction at the "resumption of

telegraph service to Winnipeg",32 so the line must have been working

before that date, if only for a short time. And it is certain that on

at least one day in August of 1876, the entire line was working satis

factorily, for H. A. F. Macleod was able to send a message from a point

near Fort Edmonton to his office in Ottawa.33 But the state of affairs

which was to become familiar in the months and years to come soon became

obvious. The line could not be counted on to function in the period

between spring break-up and the onset of winter.34 Hardly was the line

finished when portions of it fell down, and the general public had to

rely on mail service to send communications to western points. On many

occasions telegrams sent from Battleford were received in Livingstone and

forwarded from there to Winnipeg by mail. When winter came service was

restored, and news from the West was published in Winnipeg papers the

same day that it was sent or the day after. For example, when Lieutenant

Governor Laird was sworn in on the 27th of November, 1876, the Free Press

published the news the same day.35 A January fire in the Lieutenant

Governor's residence at Swan River was reported to the Free Press on the

same day - the 12th.36 In March the summary of the achievements of the

first territorial council meeting held at Swan River was published the

day after the session ended.37 But in the summer of 1877 when Alexander

Mackenzie wrote to Laird asking about the telegraph line Laird had to

answer as follows:
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... Well, I am sorry to say that it is a very
uncertain institution. All the communication we

have had with Winnipeg for the past tw 0 months has
been some three or four days. It has now been out
of order completely since the 23rd of June ... !
unders tand it crosses one or two sma 11 1 akes. It
appears to me that it would be economy to alter
the line, and run it around these bad places. A
few miles more posts and wire would be nothing to
secure almost constant communication'38

The line worked spasmodically between then and the winter, when

regular service was resumed. A pattern had been established which was

to continue as long as the inter-lake line was used.39
There is evidence which suggests that administrative defects were

responsible for at least a small part of the unsatisfactory functioning

of the line. James Colcleugh, of Selkirk, Manitoba, operated the line by

sub-contract for Sifton and Glass. It appears that he experienced con

siderable difficulty obtaining qualified help for the "forty or fifty"

dollars per month that he was prepared to pay young men who would learn

on the job.40 An incident which formed the subject matter of a letter of

complaint published in the Manitoba Daily Free Press illustrates the

point.

Angus McLean had difficulty getting service at the Narrows station.

McLean had gone to the telegraph station on March 25, 1878, to send a

message to Winnipeg. The regular operator had left some days before to

make repairs on the line. McLean eventually found an employee who could

send the message for him. This employee was then sent out to make repairs

on the line. McLean waited five hours for the reply to his message, and

when it came the person then in charge of the office was unable to re

ceive it, although it was repeated to him many times. McLean's complaint
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was to the point:

Now, I am a working man and on that answer depended
all my summer's work, as by not getting it the party
I was going out for the summer with may leave without
me. I understand the contractor, Mr. J. W. Sifton,
gets a large sum per annum to keep the line in
running order, and is obliged, by his contract, to
have stations and operators every fifty miles ... I
think it a public duty to request you to insert this
in your paper and to give the public an opportunity
of judging whether contractors or sub-contractors are

to be allowed to draw their money for doing work or

neglecting it.41
The point which emerges most clearly from this letter is that

operators were repeatedly sent out on the line to make repairs, leaving

the station in charge of inexperienced employees. Apparently this

happened fairly often, for on August 30, 1878, the unidentified teleg

rapher at Selkirk made this comment in his diary:

Can't get NS [Narrows] from here. Cannot account
for it unless he is not in when we call him. So
he is out most all day. Some days.42

The same telegrapher shed light on another reason for difficulty

contacting an operator. In September of 1878 a number of entries told of

inability to make contact with an operator named Conners.43 Days went by

and Conners couldn't be reached. On the 17th of September J. W. Sifton

gave a line repairer, Linday, orders to either go out himself or to send

a man out to find Conners. Linday sent a man out, and Conners was dis

covered at Dog Lake II cutti ng hay".
44

Sifton was often out repairing the line himself. In April, 1878,

the telegrapher at Selkirk entered in his diary that Sifton had reported

by telegraph that the line was all down at Dog Lake. Moving ice kept

knocking the line down and prevented Sifton from crossing to make the
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necessary repairs.45 In view of the fact that Sifton had railway crews

at work at a number of points east of Selkirk, it is hard to understand

how he could afford to be making telegraph repairs himself at Dog Lake.

Maintenance difficulties plagued contractors and sub-contractors

alike throughout the period of operation of the inter-lake telegraph line.

In August of 1881, not long before the termination of the Sifton, Glass

contract, the Saskatchewan Herald commented in an editorial that

At one point on the eastern section the line is

completely destroyed for ten miles, and at another
for three, and although Mr. Sifton has had a gang
of men on all season, he has not been able to get
his line all up at one time'46

When the government took over the operation of the line after the

termination of the Sifton, Glass contract, the government crews had no

greater success. In November of 1881 the Herald published the old famil

iar refrain, "line down east of Pelly".47 It was not until the end of
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the best maintenance man on the Sifton, Glass contract.
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Footnotes to Chapter Three

See map on page 33, reproduced from W.B. MacDougall, Manitoba and
the North-West, Winnipeg, 1882, opposite the title page.

See map in Fleming, Regort-1877, opposite page 1. A portion of it,
entitled liThe Sifton,lass Contract", is reproduced on page 34.

Here the reader is warned that the Livingstone telegraph station
is known in literature dealing with the Canadian West by no fewer
than four other names: "Snake Creek" or "Snake Ri ver" after Snake
Creek beside which the station was located, "Swan River" after the
nearby North-West Mounted Police barracks, "Pelly" after the Hudson's
Bay Company fort located some miles to the south. In this thesis the
writer uses the name Livingstone except in cases where he is using a

quotation.

The best source on this point is the Saskatchewan Herald, which
chronicled with almost monotonous regularity, the annual spring and
summer failure of this portion of the telegraph line from 1878 to
1882. The Saskatchewan Herald was published in Battleford.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ll.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

See, for example, Manitoba Daily Free Press, August 12, 1874.

L. J. Burpee, Sandford Fleming-Empire-Builder, p. 68.

Burpee, op. cit., p. 116.

Rev. George Grant, Ocean to Ocean, M. G. Hurtig, 1967, pp. 110-145.

Manitoba Daily Free Press, July 27, 1876.

Burpee, op. cit., p. 63.

Fleming, op. cit., p. 36.

Fleming, op. cit., Appendix L by Granville Cunningham, p. 185.

Fleming, op. cit., Appendix M by H. A. F. Macleod, p. 189.

Ibid., p. 198.

Fleming, op. cit., p. 41.

Burpee, op , cit., p. 114.

Born in London, Upper Canada, J. W. Sifton had been a private banker
and operator in the Petrolia oil fields. He built the C.P.R. from
East Selkirk to Kenora and the telegraph line from Winnipeg to

Livingstone. He was the father of Arthur and Clifford Sifton. The
partner of J. W. Sifton, David Glass, managed the Ottawa end of the
firm's affairs.
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17. Pierre Berton, The Great Railway Illustrated, McClelland and Stewart,
Toronto, 1972, p. 89. Sifton and Glass's tender was not the lowest,
but the fourth lowest, of fifteen tenders, CSP, 1876 (No. 82), p. 13.
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23. Ibid., June 7,1875. See note 2.

24. Fleming, op. cit., Appendix M by H. A. F. Macleod, p. 198.

25. J. S. Macdonald, The Dominion Telegraph, p. 17.
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militia.

27. PAM, Co1cleugh Papers, MG 14, B57, 3/7, letter dated April 17, 1877.
See sketch on page 39.

28. PAM, Colcleugh Papers, MG 14, B57, 1/7, diary of telegraph clerk at
Selkirk, Manitoba, 1878.

29. Manitoba Daily Free Press, April 6, 1878.

30. CSP, 1883 (No. lOA), gives August 1, p. 758.

31. Manitoba Daily Free Press, July 3, 1876.

32. Ibid., July 17,1876; see also ibid., August 5,1876.

33. Fleming, op. cit., Appendix Y by H. A. F. Macleod, p. 339.

34. The complaint expressed in Manitoba Daily Free Press, August 5, 1876,
was the first of many published about the line.

35. Manitoba Daily Free Press, Nov. 27, 1876.

36. I bi d., Jan. 12, 1877.

37. Ibid., March 23, 1877.

38. Saskatchewan Archives (cited hereafter as SA), Laird Papers, Laird
to Mackenzie, July 10, 1877.
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39. See footnote 3. No Winnipeg newspaper seems to have considered the
Sifton and Glass telegraph contract very newsworthy, except when

making complaints about non-performance of the line. The Selkirk
Interocean did not begin publication until September of 1878. A very
incomplete file of this newspaper is in the PAM, but the copies
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1879 by James Co1c1eugh to "Willie".

41. Manitoba Daily Free Press, April 6,1878.
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44.
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Ibi d. , Sept. 19, 1878.

Ibid., Apri 1 15, 1878.

Sas katchewan Herald, August 15, 1881.
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Chapter Four

LIVINGSTONE TO EDMONTON - THE FULLER CONTRACT

The location of the Livingstone-to-Edmonton line was basically

determined by the decision to use the inter-lake route from Selkirk to

Livingstone and, farther west, to use the Yellowhead Pass through the

Rocky Mountains. A straight line drawn from Livingstone west to the el

bow of the North Saskatchewan River pretty well located the eastern end

of the line.l Fleming wished to avoid crossing the North Saskatchewan

three times, as the Canadian Northern Railway later did, so he chose a

route south of that river and along the edge of the Eagle Hills. Had the

railway actually been built along that route many small bridges over

creeks running out of the Eagle Hills into the North Saskatchewan River

would have been required. The Battle River was to be crossed at Battle

ford. The decision to follow a line surveyed south of the Four Blackfoot

Hills would have made necessary the crossing of four deep coulees, each

of which would have required a long section of trestle or, alternatively,

long deviations leading to bridges.2 From the Four Blackfoot Hills the

line extended almost due west to a point about eighteen miles south of

Fort Edmonton. It should be noticed here that such old settlements as

Fort Pelly, Fort Carlton, Fort Pitt and Fort Edmonton were by-passed by

the surveyed right-of-way and by the telegraph line which followed it.

This appears to have been done as a deliberate policy, the purpose being

to make it possible for the railway company to "select the very best

positions for the Railway Stations" without having to consider the landed

interests of either the Hudson's Bay Company or of private citizens.3
47
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Richard Fuller, of Hamilton, Ontario, was awarded the contract

on October 30, 1874. The length of the line involved was 517 miles; the

rate of payment $213.18 per mile; the date for completion of work was

July 1, 1876. Fuller was to operate and maintain the line for a period

of five years following its comp1etion.4
In April of 1875, while making his preparations for work on the

contract, Fuller foresaw the possibility of trouble with the Indians.

The experience of Robert Bell, of the Geological Survey, in being stopped

in 1873 south-west of the elbow of the South Saskatchewan River, was

k 1 d t F t G d d
.

t h'
5

common now e ge a or arry an serve as a warn1ng 0 1m. He

wrote letters to Sandford Fleming, engineer-in-chief of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, and to Hon. David Laird, then Minister of the Interior,

outlining his plans and mentioning the foreseen difficulty. Between the

5th and the 15th of May, he wrote, work parties would leave for the West

to begin work on the contract. One would leave Winnipeg for Fort Pe11y

to work westward on t�e part of the line where a supply of poles was no

problem, a second would head for the South Saskatchewan River to layout

supplies from there to the end of the contract, and the third would be

sent to the South Saskatchewan to cut poles for the western part where

trees were scarce. He respectfully called it to the attention of the

honourable gentlemen that much of the territory that the line ran through

was unsurrendered. The Indians could cause trouble and prevent the con-

.

struction of the line. While not specifying how he would do it, he

suggested that if the government was agreeable he would undertake to deal

with the Indians himself.

A few days later, Sandford Fleming replied to the effect that steps
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had already been taken to satisfy the Indians along the route of the

railway and telegraph line. The government, however, would not be

responsible for any imprudence on the part of Fuller's men.6 Fleming did

not enlarge upon the nature of these "steps".7
With these assurances Fuller set his plans in motion and the crews

began to work. C. A. Belch wrote to the Manitoba Daily Free Press from

Livingstone reporting that the first pole was put in on June 30 and the

first wire strung on July 3. The builders found more timber west of

Livingstone than they had bargained for, but then they found open prairie

again where less clearing was needed.8 In early July Fuller had every

reason to believe that he would finish his entire contract in 1875, well

ahead of the deadline, but he soon found that, if Fleming's "steps" had

indeed been taken, they were singularly ineffective in satisfying the

Indians.9
It is not possible to establish a precise date for the first stoppage

of work on the Fuller contract. On the 20th of July Mr. Ellis of the

Geological Survey arrived at Fort Carlton with his heavy drilling equip

ment, reporting that the Cree chief Mis-ta-wa-sislO had met him at the

elbow of the North Saskatchewan and told him not to do any drilling until

a treaty had been made. He said then that the telegraph construction

party had already been stopped.ll
Fuller's supply train was met at Fort Carlton by Mis-ta-wa-sis and

Ah-tuk-u-koop12, who came into the camp and requested a chance to speak.

They said the government had promised them a treaty. They had, they said,

received a letter from Lieutenant-Governor Archibald making all sorts of

promises, none of which had been kept. Now the government was sending
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the telegraph through their country without asking their permission.

They ','.'anted thei r ri ghts. The government had made a treaty with the

Indians as far as the south branch of the Saskatchewan, and if Sinclair

wan ted to cut hay or poles he mi ght cut them to the east of that ri ver.

But the construction party would have to stop at the south branch. S�n

clair was well known to the Crees, and they realized that stopping all

work was going to create a hardship for him. After a short discussion,

and possibly as a result of representations made by Sinclair himself,

the chiefs changed their minds and said that he might go ahead and lay

out the supplies but that he must cut nothing.

Uncertain what to do, George Wright, the foreman, went to confer with

Mr. Clarke, the Hudson's Bay Company officer at Fort Carlton. Clarke

assured him that Mis-ta-wa-sis and Ah-tuk-u-koop were perfectly within

their rights; the government had promised them a treaty but had not made

one with them. He said that �lright's party might continue laying out

supplies, but that it would be unwise to cut any poles or hay. According

ly Wright gave orders for Sinclair to leave his rake and mower at Carlton

and proceed west laying out the supplies.13
Mis-ta-wa-sis and Ah-tuk-u-koop must not have realized that Wright's

men had enough ins ul ators and wi re to reach the end of the contract south

of Fort Edmonton. When the carts did not return soon, Mis-ta-wa-sis sent

a message to the Crees south of Fort Pitt to stop the supply train.

Three of them rode south and intercepted the train just west of the Four

Blackfoot Hills. Their spokesman said that the Indians had been expecting

a commissioner, but none had come. He warned that if Wright insisted on

going farther west they would soon bring enough Indians to stop him.
-

-\
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Wright had in his pocket a letter from Fu1ler14 advising him to act

civilly toward the Indians in case of any encounter with them, and to

avoid any kind of disturbance. There was no alternative but to put all

the wire, insulators and brackets into a pile, dig a fireguard around

them and head back to Battleford.15
On the eastern end of the contract the newly-built miles of line

were being used to report similar events to headquarters at Livingstone,

on the banks of Snake Creek. Fuller had arranged that the construction

party would be equipped with batteries and instruments so that as the

work progressed they could establish temporary stations and communicate

by telegraph with headquarters. Early in August the operator at the

recently-established Poplar Plains16 station, A. T. Westfall, telegraphed

that twenty-five lodges of Indians were camped nearby, demanding payment

for land and poles.
17

The chief argued that since he had not been pres-

ent at the signing of the treaty the previous year he was not bound by

its terms. He demanded fifty cents a pole in payment, and said that the

Indians would cut the line as fast as it was built if the amount was not

paid. Presents were distributed. The Indians were informed that a letter

from Lieutenant-Governor Morris was waiting for them at Fort Pelly, and

that Rev. George McDougall had been sent out on a mission to tell the

Indians that a treaty would be made with them next year.18
Mr. Fuller's hopes for completion of the line in 1875 had disappeared

by the latter part of July and the early part of August. Since he had not

been allowed to cut hay, his oxen would all have to be taken back to

W·
.

. 19 ldlnnlpeg, where they could be fed through the wlnter. He cou not

telegraph instructions, but must rely on the mail service, the telegraph
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line from Livingstone to Selkirk not being finished. The result was the

loss of nearly a year. Fuller applied to the government for compensation

for the extra expenses caused by the need to winter his oxen and hire men

for another season.

The efforts of Rev. George McDougall calmed the fears of the Indians

and some crews were able to resume work, reaching a point seventy miles

west of Battleford by the end of the construction season in 1875. Work

on the Fuller contract was completed in July of 187620, at approximately

the same time that a treaty was made with the Indians at Fort Carlton.

This was two weeks later than the date stipulated by the contract, but

caused no particular concern, because at that time the Sifton and Glass

contract was not officially completed.

Fuller called his telegraph operation the "Saskatchewan District"

of the "Canadian Pacific Telegraph Line", and - unlike Sifton and Glass -

assumed the operation of the line himself. His superintendent, John

Little, used Battleford as headquarters, that place being fairly near

the mid-point of the line.

The four stations of the east end of the Fuller contract were all in

existence by February, 1876. In that month the Manitoba Daily Free Press

published a news item stating that there were three offices between

Telegraph Flat (Battleford) and Fort Pelly (Livingstone), "one at the

South Branch, one in the Rainy Hills, and one between that and Pelly".21
liThe one at the South Branch" refers to Cl arke' s Cross i ng, the "one in the

Rainy Hillsll must refer to the one later known as Humboldt, and lithe one

between that and Pelly" to Poplar Plains.

Fuller did not erect telegraph stations at 50-mile intervals as
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stipulated by the contract, but was content (and apparently the govern

ment acquiesced) with placing them at points considered strategic for

one reason or another, sometimes as much as 75 miles apart. Water was a

consideration at Poplar Plains, where it was readily available in a nearby

coulee. Clark's Crossing and Battleford were at points where the railway

right-of-way crossed a river. The station later known as Humboldt was

located where the surveyed line crossed a trail which was already well

defined when John Palliser travelled it in 1857 and was one of the West's

main trails by the l870's.22 When H. A. F. Macleod was returning from a

survey of the country as far as Yellowhead Pass in November of 1876, he

followed portions of this trail as well as portions of the new telegraph

line trail. In so doing he passed the "telegraph station at Big Stone

Lake" on November 18.23 A close study of his itinerary added to the fact

that Humboldt Lake was formerly known as Big Stone or Stony Lake24 makes

it certain that the telegraph station he passed was the one later known

as Humboldt.25
The station known as Grizzly Bear appears to have been in existence

as early as July, 1876, for in that month H. A. F. Macleod, then in

Winnipeg,

gave a requisition to Mr. Nixon to send one month's
supplies for each party, to the telegraph station
about 100 miles west of Battleford.26

Hay Lakes, the other station on the western part of the Fuller

contract, was also in existence that summer. When Macleod arrived "at

the telegraph station on the Hay Lake trail to Edmonton on the 24th

August" he was "enabled to corrununicate by telegraph with the office in

Ottawa".27
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It seems likely that all of these stations were not intended to be

full-fledged telegraph stations, but were rather buildings which housed

the batteries necessary to maintain current on the line, and served as

shelter for the maintenance men who travelled back and forth along the

line making needed repairs. Fuller's employees, however, were for the

most part qualified telegraphers, able to send messages from their

stations or, on occasion, to cut in on the line and send a message.28
The special case of Livingstone must be mentioned here. Fuller

shared with Sifton and Glass the cost of maintenance of the Livingstone

station.29 No doubt Fuller assumed that the same would be the case with

the station on the extreme western end of his contract - a station shown

as "Edmonton" on Fleming's map - once construction on the Barnard contract

had been comp1eted.3D As it turned out the Barnard contract was cancelled,

and Fuller chose the location of the Hay Lakes station because of the

proximity of the North-West Mounted Police barracks at Fort Saskatchewan.3l
No station was built at the western terminus of the line during the period

of its operation by Fuller.

Maintenance problems varied with the season of the year and with the

climatic conditions. In spring and in autumn, when the grass was dry,

prairie fires were the chief problem. This was particularly true of the

western end of the line. On the eastern section, where the line ran

through leafy groves, wet weather would cause a loss of current as wet

branches were blown against the wire. Buffalo sometimes used the tele

graph poles for scratching posts, and the poles, being for the most part

poplar, would break and fall, allowing the wire to touch the ground.

Winter usually saw more or less uninterrupted telegraph service, except
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when sleet froze on the wires and the weight of the ice broke them.32

By and large, the line worked well, and the proof of this can be found

in the files of the Saskatchewan Herald and, later, the Bulletin, whose

editors reported its condition almost every week.

The line was operated by Mr. Fuller under contract until July 15,

1881. In late May of that year Mr. Little, the superintendent, made a

hasty inspection tour preparatory to handing it over to the government.

Nothing was heard from the government, however - probably the line to

Selkirk was down east of the Narrows - and by the time Mr. LaTouche

Tupper arrived in Battleford to take over the line on behalf of the

government and keep it in working order Mr. Fuller had paid off his staff

and broken up his establishment. Tupper, therefore, had to start from

scratch, renting the old office, hiring the former employees and setting

the line from Edmonton to Livingstone working again.33 There was a

period of about three weeks when there was no telegraph service at all,

and the editor of the Bulletin paid the telegraph company and its employ-

ees a belated compliment when it commented editorially,

We feel very much isolated since the abandonment
of the telegraph line and have to depend on the
mail for our news.

34

In August of 1881 it was common knowledge that the pioneer line

would never serve its original purpose - that of facilitating the con

struction of a railway - but pioneers in the West had already learned to

value it for the many ways that it ended their isolation.
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Chapter Five

EDMONTON TO CACHE CREEK - THE BARNARD CONTRACT

When the government called for tenders in June, 1874, the western

end of the telegraph line envisaged would have connected the British

Columbia telegraph system, at Cache Creek, with the prairie section by

way of the Kamloops Valley, the North Thompson River valley, the Yellow-

head Pass through the Rockies, and a rather direct route through the

foothills and wooded country of what is now western Alberta to a point

eighteen miles south of Fort Edmonton. There was nothing unusual about

the route which the government had in mind at the time. Governor Dallas,

of the Hudson's Bay Company, had recommended it more than ten years

earlier. Both the Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk Pacific rail-

ways later made use of it, and the Yellowhead Highway follows it today.

But at the time the tenders were called for the government had crews at

work in a number of parts of British Columbia, and while the route men-

tioned had been chosen in a general way, the line itself had not been

located.l Nevertheless the government decided to call for tenders.

Tenders were submitted by fifteen contractors, the lowest of whom,

William R. Macdonald, of Yale, estimated that he could complete the work

in nine months. Of this tender, which was not accepted, Fleming wrote

as follows:

The lowest tender is that of William R. Macdonald,
of Yale; the price that he asks for the work is,
in my opinion, so low, and the time within which
he would undertake to complete it so short, that I

2
have grave doubts as to the tender being bona fide.

As for the next tender, Fleming went on, it was inadvisable to award the
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contract to Waddle and Smith of Kingston since there was a chance that

they would be awarded a contract farther east, and he deemed it inadvis

able to award them two contracts so far apart.3
Fleming finally came to the one whose acceptance he recommended:

The next lowest is that of F. J. Barnard, of Victoria;
this gentleman is well and favorably known in British
Columbia, and is believed to possess sufficient energy
and resources to carry out anything he undertakes.4

One wonders as he reads these remarks how much Fleming really knew

about conditions governing telegraph construction in interior British

Columbia. In 1865 the Overland Telegraph was built from New Westminster

5
to Quesnel - a distance of 435 miles - between May 31 and September 14.

Is it not entirely possible that Macdonald, who had submitted the lowest

tender, could have finished the work in the nine months he estimated he

would require? It is open to question whether Fleming was in a position

to depart from established practise and trust to his own judgment.

Barnard was awarded the contract on November 9, 1874. He proposed

to build the 557-mile section for $495.00 per mile and to maintain it

for $46.50 per mile. A sum of $413,217.00 was given as the probable

amount of money involved.6
Francis J. Barnard had worked with such men as De Cosmos to bring

British Columbia into Confederation. He was well known in the transpor-

tation business, having introduced six-horse stage coaches to replace his

pony express on the road from Yale to Soda Creek.7 He set about complet-

ing the work on his contract with his customary energy. Purchasing a

part ownership in the steamboat "Nart i n'", he began to convey suppl ies up

the North Thompson river. With his eye on the part of the contract
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where a steamboat could not go, he made arrangements for the transfer of

telegraph supplies through the Yellowhead Pass by pack train onto the

eastern end of his contract.8 Beginning at Cache Creek, construction

crews worked at full speed towards Kamloops, 48 miles away. About 30

miles of line had been laid out along the North Thompson river valley

past Kamloops when, without any warning, Barnard received the order to

cease work on the contract.9
The order left Barnard in a very difficult position. He had under-

taken obligations all the way from Victoria to the Yellowhead Pass area

on the strength of the payments which would be forthcoming the moment he

could report a certain mileage of telegraph line ready for operation.

Now he had to send messengers into the interior to inform the various

crews that work must stop. He began a long correspondence with depart-

mental officials in an attempt to receive compensation enabling him to

payoff what he owed, submitting a detailed claim sheet showing the

.

h d f k· d f d d
. 10

prlces c arge or many ln s 0 goo s an serVlces. Ve ry 1 itt 1 e mo re

work was done, although the poles from Cache Creek to Kamloops must have

been erected and the wire attached.ll When he was instructed to proceed

with work in April of 1876 it appears that activities were restricted to

laying out materials along the projected route.12 By 1880 the contract

was des cri bed as
II
cance11 ed", and Barna rd I shea 1 th was broken from

frustration and anxiety.13 The account was still not settled in 1890.14
There are a number of difficult questions involved in a study of the

Barnard contract. Why was the contract awarded before the line was

definitely located? Once Barnard had been permitted to put his workers

in the field why was the order to cease work given? The answer seems to
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be that even at this very early date what has been called the battle of

the routes had already begun. In April of 1875 Barnard stated that he

had learned the reasons for the order to stop work. He had heard about

the "political position of the case" and realized that that, "coupled

with the report of a favorable route to the north" was responsible for

the order.15 Barnard inquired whether it would be advisable to use the

steamboat and animals to forward materials to Tete Jaune Cache and

Yellowhead Pass, "should it have been determined that the Pass would be

a common point to either route". The Yellowhead Pass was in fact a com-

mon point in six of the seven routes that were being given serious con

sideration.16 The only route it was not a part of was the most northerly

one of all, which involved either the Peace Pass or the Pine Pass.

Barnard must not have known that Marcus Smith, at that time engineer in

charge of all surveys in British Columbia, personally favoured the route

via the Pine Pass, Fort George and Bute Inlet, and was using his influence

.

i t f
17

tn 1 savour.

The government must have made a decision against the choice of the

Pine Pass, because in June of 1875 Barnard was authorized to deliver

supplies to the Yel10whead Pass area,18 and supplies were delivered there

either that same year or 1ater.19 But the stoppage of work had been ex-

pensive for Barnard and, although Fleming gave him a verbal assurance

that he would receive "advances" on the necessary supplies and materials,

the Department of Public Works refused to either pay him in full for work

done or advance him anything so that he could continue the work which had

been interrupted.20 Barnard appears to have been unwilling to risk

assuming the obligations involved.21 This must be the explanation for
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statements made by Fleming in reports concerning work on the contract.

In his Report for 1877 he stated, concerning the work on the Barnard

contract, that

Materials and supplies have been provided but no

great progress in construction has been made.22
In the Report for 1880 Fleming wrote as follows:

With the exception of the contract for the section
between Edmonton and Cache Creek in B.C., which
has been cancelled owing to the unsatisfact.ory
progress made by the contractor ...

23

One thing is certain. Only the Cache Creek to Kamloops section of

the Barnard contract was completed, and the telegraph line was left with

its terminus at a point eighteen miles south of Fort Edmonton. Strategic-

ally the order to cease work had created a disaster, and Fleming was

aware of the fact. In his Report for 1880 he wrote:

Non-completion of the telegraph in Canadian
territory will, therefore, cause inconvenience
and serious expense. All telegrams will have to
be sent by California. Foreign companies will
reap benefit of the traffic, while the portion of
our own line in operation to Edmonton will remain
for the most part unemployed and unremunerative,
as the merely local traffic is limited and in
sufficient to meet the expenses of operating and
maintenance. There are, therefore, strong reasons

for the connection of the telegraph at Edmonton
with the system in operation in B.C. In its present
incomplete condition, the capital so far expended
in its construction remains unproductive, and
brings no proportionate benefits.24

One can only regret the decision of the Mackenzie government to stop

work on the Barnard contract. Fuel was added to the fire of the ongoing

dispute between the Wa1kem government in B.C. and the federal govern-

ment. Any credibility that Mackenzie gained in 1874 by letting the
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contracts he lost in 1875 by stopping work on the Barnard contract. And

in addition to the reasons mentioned by Fleming for going ahead with the

work was the fact that the long stretch of count� between Fort Edmonton

and Kamloops was left without telegraph service at a time when surveyors

were combing it in search of a satisfactory route for the railway. B.C.

was left dependent upon American lines of communication until the

completion of those built by the new C.P.R. syndicate.25
The cancellation of the Barnard contract may have been common know-

ledge in British Columbia but in the North-West Territories it was, and

remained, just part of the general mystery relatinq to government policy

concerning the Pacific railway. Writing in 1913, the Saskatchewan his-

torian N. F. Black made the following statement:

A telegraph line was established through the West,
but it was continually breaking down, and its
management by the Dominion authorities presents
some riddles to the student. For example, after
being carried seven hundred miles out of Winnipeg,
the line ended for a long time nowhere in particular,
eighteen miles from Edmonton. The nearest telegraph
office, moreover, was not at this point, but seven

teen miles further back"'26
The Barnard contract, its place in a national scheme of things and

its cancellation are the missing clues in the student's riddle. Curious-

ly enough, Macdonald's booklet, The Dominion Telegraph, the only pub

lished work dealing with aspects of the pioneer telegraph line, makes

no mention of the Barnard contract, and makes only one allusion to the

existence of such a contract:

... contracts were entered into to build various
sections of a line from the Great Lakes to connect
with the Telegraph system of British Columbia'27
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There is no record of Barnard's having operated the Cache Creek-

Kamloops line at all, although the annual report for 1879 described it

as
II

comp 1 eted ready for ope rat i ng from Cache Creek eas tward"
28

It is

possible, however, that Barnard did operate the line for a time. Bar

nard's contract, unlike the others, called for stations every 30 miles.29
While the short distance of forty-eight miles from Cache Creek to Kamloops

might have permitted its operation with a station at each end only, a

station was, in fact, built at Savona's Ferry, midway between the two

points.30 The fact that the contract wasn It described as "cancelled"

until 1880 lends weight to the supposition that Barnard may have operated

the line. On the other hand, the presence of a ferry may have made the

telegraph station necessary in any event. One is probably safe in

assuming that the government took responsibility for the line at the

time the contract was cancelled.

The government operated the line under the Department of Railways

and Canals until July 1, 1882, transferring it at that time to the Depart-

ment of Public Works as part of the Government Telegraph and Signal Ser

vice.31 Major repairs were made to the line in 1884.32
Since the route adopted by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company led

along the valley from Cache Creek to Kamloops, the company made use of

the line in railway construction, and the government contemplated turning

it over to the C.P.R. as early as 1885,33 but the actual transfer did

not take place until 1887.34
The Cache Creek to Kamloops line was the only line built as part of

the original contracts west of Selkirk to actually be along the right-of-

way of the completed Canadian Pacific Railway.
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Chapter Six

SELKIRK TO THUNDER BAY - THE OLIVER, DAVIDSON CONTRACT

Surveys were begun in 1871 which continued during the succeeding

years to find a satisfactory route from Selkirk to Thunder Bay. Some of

the world's most difficult terrain is to be found in this area, and sur-

veyors did not have at their disposal the experience gained by generations

of western travellers, fur traders and missionaries, as was the case in

the areas further west. The Indians knew the country, especially where

the water routes through it were concerned, but they were not of much help

when it was a question of seeking for a suitable line along which to build

a railway. Only one thing was certain; if the government authorities

were determined to build a railway on Canadian soil it had to pass through

the area somewhere. Since Thunder Bay was the head of navigation on the

great lakes that seemed to be the logical eastern terminus for the rail

way which the Mackenzie government had in mind.l The route located never

strays very far from a straight line drawn from Selkirk to Thunder Bay.

Sandford Fleming described the located line as "extremely favourable".2
That is probably a gross misrepresentation; no route through that area

could be described in such terms. But by 1874 the government felt that

it could safely call for tenders for the construction of a telegraph line.

A telegraph line was considered to be of "paramount importance", facili-

tating the construction of a railway in a way that no other agency could.

Some months passed between the date of opening of tenders and the

awarding of contracts. Readers of the Manitoba Daily Free Press were

given to understand that the government was having difficulty persuading
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anybody to tender for the work, but one writer has stated, and there

appears to be evidence to support his view, that the intervening months

were taken up with what is called "wheeling and dealing".3 At any rate,

the contract was awarded on February 9, 1875, to Oliver, Davidson and Co.

The 410-mile line was to be constructed at the rate of $590.00 per mile

where the line ran through woods, and for $435.00 per mile where there

was prairie. The time for completion was to be December 31, 1876, and

the contractors were to operate the line for a five-year period follow

ing the date of completion.4
The construction crews soon found that the "prairie" section of the

contract - the first few miles to the east of Selkirk - was quickly left

behind, and then the hard work began. The work went on from both ends

of the line, and the farther the crews went the harder the work became.5
The problems of construction were quite different from those of any

other contract. There were no natural transportation routes like those

on the Barnard contract. Cart trails, like those near much of the Fuller

contract, did not exist. However, the presence of numerous rocky ridges

made it possible for a line to be built using pole tripods which, once

set in place, did not fall down.

It was soon obvious that the contractors could not meet the con-

struction deadline. The first section to be complete - that between Fort

William and Port Arthur, a distance of only two miles - was not completed

until June 22, 1876, just six months from the date specified for comple

tion of the line.6 The end of the year saw the telegraph line in opera

tion to a point 69 miles inland from Thunder Bay and 45 miles along the

grade past the end of the track. The Manitoba Daily Free Press
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occasionally recorded events in the process of construction, one of its

first reports having to do with the completion, in January of 1877, of

the telegraph line from Selkirk to Cross Lake, a distance of 77 miles.

On the same date, the Free �r�ss reported, the poles were up from Cross

Lake to Keewatin, another 36 1/2 miles farther east.8 In May the Free

Press stated that a party of 45 men had gone east to work on the line

9
from Rat Portage east. In August George Taylor, one of the sub-contract-

ors, told of clearing for the line extending 100 miles east of Rat Port

age.10 Early September saw a shipment of thirty-five tons of telegraph

wire leave Winnipeg for that section of the line.ll
The year 1877 saw the telegraph line in operation from Selkirk to

Keewatin on the western end, and from Fort William to English River on

the eastern end. Considerable clearing had been done along the inter

vening distance, and a certain amount of line was erected.12
In June of 1878 Adam Oliver informed the Free Press that 55 miles of

line remained to be built.13 Work must have gone ahead fairly briskly

because on August 28 telegrams of congratulations were exchanged by J. W.

Sifton, whose men were at work building one of the sections of railway

east of Selkirk, and Thomas Marks, reeve of Shuniah municipality at

Prince Arthur's Landing.14 The line was finished, twenty months after

the date specified in the contract.

The line from Selkirk to the north end of Lake of the Woods was

operated by Sifton and Glass under sub-contract from Oliver, Davidson and

Co .. Sifton and Glass in turn sublet the day-to-day operation and
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maintenance of the line to James Colcleugh, of Selkirk.15 At this

writing the writer has not been able to ascertain what arrangement was

made about the operation of th� remainder of the line. Oliver, Davidson

and Co. may have operated it themselves, or they may have had a firm in

Thunder Bay operate it by sub-contract. The contract for maintenance

and operation should have terminated on August 28, 1883, five years from

the date of the completion of the line, but the contract was cancelled

on June 30, 1882, and the government assumed control of the line, opera

ting it as part of the Government Telegraph and Signal Service under the

Department of Public Works.
16

Two diaries in the Colcleugh papers mention telegraph stations be

tween Selkirk and Thunder Bay. References to a Cross Lake may mean the

station also known as Telford, and the station referred to as Darlington

most likely means the station on Lake of the Woods, also known as Kee

watin or Rat Portage. It is known that a station existed for a time at

Ostersund and also at Rideout's camp, but these were likely temporary

stations established at a camp near the end of the completed track.17
If we can judge by the entries in the diary of the unidentified

telegrapher in the Colcleugh papers, the line from Selkirk to Lake of the

Woods worked tolerably well; certainly it w �ked better than the Selkirk

to Livingstone line. The diary also refers a number of times to success

ful contact with Thunder Bay. Colcleugh was under pressure from Sifton

to maintain the line successfully, since Sifton had railway construction

crews at work, and had good reason to wish for efficient telegraph ser

vice. In addition there were a number of other contractors with crews

along the line; there would be every reason for maintaining the best
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POSSl e serVlce.

There is evidence which suggests that by 1880 part of the line was

made up of two wires, an indication that a certain state of efficiency

demanded by the movement of trains had been reached. A picture taken in

Rat Portage in 1880 shows that that portion of the line was of two

wires.19 In 1882 the Canadian Pacific Railway Company had 181 miles of

telegraph of one wire and 714 1/2 miles of two-wire line. With the

Thunder Bay to Selkirk section running trains it is almost certain that

410 miles of the 2-wire were on that section.20
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Chapter Seven

THE ABANDONMENT OF THE INTER-LAKE ROUTE

AND THE BUILDING OF THE QU'APPELLE-TO-HUMBOLDT LINE

Public opinion in Manitoba was against the choice of the inter-lake

route for the railway and telegraph from the moment it was announced,

and the ensuing criticism followed two general themes. On the one hand

there were complaints about the unsatisfactory functioning of the line,

and on the other about the obvious fact that settlers moving into the

fertile lands along the Assiniboine river west of Winnipeg were without

telegraph service and would be without railway transportation unless a

branch line was built. From the moment the government's railway policy

was announced the Manitoba Daily Free Press had reservations about the

wisdom of the choice of the inter-lake route for the railway and tele

graph.1 In September of 1874 it published Rev. McDougall's statement

that the "Bow Ri ver country mus t be tapped through Canadi an territory".
2

In saying this McDougall was one of the first to advocate a railway

through the southern prairies. In the face of government unwillingness

to change its policy the Free Press took the stand that while the inter-

lake route had been chosen for what must be "Dominion" reasons, a branch

railway should be built into western Manitoba.3 Others in Manitoba were

more critical and more determined to have changes made. On the initiative

of Senator Girard of Manitoba a parliamentary committee was set up in

March of 1877 to study the "Narrows" route, and the reasons for Fleming's

adoption of it.4 The "Pacific Railway" debate was constantly reported

in the pages of the country's newspapers during the spring and summer of
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1877. In June reports of the committee's hearings began to appear.

Sandford Fleming told the committee that he had chosen the Selkirk

crossing of the Red River because Selkirk had never been flooded, where

as Winnipeg had been flooded in 1852 and 1861. He stated that he con

sidered the timber of the inter-lakes region important. He had to admit

that the te1egr�ph poles of the inter-lake route had been set up in

winter and that they had fallen when the snow melted. He was forced to

admit, too, that the area was too swampy for effective telegraph line

maintenance in the summer, but assured the committee that this would not

be true after the area was drained.5
About two weeks later a group of prominent Manitoba citizens made

representations concerning a route through western Manitoba. It was

agreed that engineers would look at the recommended route.6 A report on

the findings of the engineers was made public in late February of 1878,

and the matter was debated in the House of Commons.7 Opposition critics

flayed the government unmercifully concerning the choice of the inter

lake route. The member for Frontenac, Mr. Kirkpatrick, quoted the testi

mony of wi tness after wi tness to the effect that the country south of

Lake Manitoba was superior to the inter-lake region in every way, and

that efforts to build a railway through the inter-lake swamps and marshes

would meet with nothing but difficulties. His speech filled five pages

in the Debates, and when he sat down he was supported by other critics

of government po1icy.8
After these blistering attacks Prime Minister Mackenzie rose to

defend Fleming's choice of route in particular and the government's rail

way policies in general. As both Minister of Public Works and Prime
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Minister he had been doubly under attack and welcomed the opportunity to

answer. He laid emphasis upon the information and advice which Sandford

Fleming and others had given. All the government could do was ask for

advice from those best qualified to give it and then follow that advice.

If the advisers were right - and he had every reason to think they were -

his government's policies were right. It was the duty of his government

not to allow itself to stray from the path of its duty because of the

representations of any special interest group. Then he dealt what he

probably considered his most t�lling blow in the debate when he said

that

the bursting granaries of Marquette ... are not
sufficient ... to induce the government to deviate
from a line of railway which is believed otherwise
to be in the general interests of the countrY'9

Fleming clearly had the confidence of the Prime Minister, so it is not to

be wondered at that the Manitoba Daily Free Press appeared to give up

hope of ever having the route altered to go south of Lake Manitoba and

turned its attention to other issues.'O
The Mackenzie government, however, went down to defeat in the elec-

tions of September, 1878. In the session of 1879 the Macdonald govern-

ment decided "to locate a portion of the Canadian Pacific Railway from

the Red River westerly, running to the south of Lake Manitoba, with a

b h t W" ,,11
ranc 0 lnnlpeg ... With this decision to build the railway south

of Lake Winnipeg the chief reason for the existence of the Selkirk-

Livingstone section of the pioneer telegraph line had disappeared. Since

it was still government policy to build the railway through the Yellow-

head Pass a decision had to be made as to where to connect the old
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pioneer line with the new line which, it was assumed, would parallel the

railway.12 But the Macdonald government, preoccupied with finding a

group of capitalists to construct the railway as a private enterprise,

gave little priority to telegraph matters.13 The government did not,

as might have been expected, call for tenders to finish the Cache Creek

to Edmonton portion of the pioneer line, and it did not act with any

thing like decisiveness in either abandoning the inter-lake route or in

building a new line south of Lake Manitoba. This may have been because

the area in question was now served by other telegraph lines - a private

line to Portage La Prairie was built in 1879 and opened for business in

February of 1880 - or it may have been because Sir Charles Tupper, the

Minister of Public Works, did not consider it important enough.

The first report that the government intended to change the route

of the eastern end of the pioneer telegraph line came in September of

1879, and the reopening of the Poplar Plains telegraph station in Novem-

ber must have made it appear that the government was listening to reason

concerning an alternative route.14 A line built northwest from the

junction of Birdtail Creek and the Qu'Appelle River, not far from

present-day Virden, Manitoba, to the Poplar Plains station would have

avoided the difficulties presented by the low-lying country east of Riding

Mountain, and the Herald recommended such a route.15 But it was the fall

of 1880 before Fuller, the contractor, and F. N. Gisborne, the general

superintendent of government telegraphs, came west to inspect the Fuller

line.16 Whether Gisborne then made an inspection tour of the Sifton-Glass

line was not reported, but it needed inspection, being out of order
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continuously from September 9 to November 20.17
In December of 1880 the news came that the Pacific Railway was to

be built along a route that would touch Portage La Prairie, and it was

publicly announced that a railway syndicate was being discussed as an

alternative method of financing it.18
The government appeared to be in no hurry to do anything about the

telegraph line. Fuller's contract was to expire on the 15th of July,

1881, so in late May Mr. Little, the superintendent, made a final in-

spection tour of the line, preparatory to handing it over to the govern-

ment. Nothing was heard from the government as to its intentions, and

by the time Mr. LaTouche Tupper arrived in Battleford on August 6 to take

over the line, Mr. Fuller had paid off his staff and broken up his

establishment. Mr. Tupper had to rent the old office, hire the former

employees and set the line working again.19 While in Battleford Mr.

Tupper told the Herald that the government had still not decided what to

do about the inter-lake telegraph line. The Herald trusted that Mr.

Tupper vo ul d lido what the country requires".20 But clear decisions were

still not forthcoming. In September of 1881, two years after the initial

report, the announcement came that the government proposed to abandon the

eastern end of the old pioneer line and build a new one from Qu'Appelle

on the C.P.R. northwestward to Humboldt.2l This was followed by a

report in late October that the government intended to operate the

eastern end of the line after all.22 This proved to be true. Tupper

put a staff of repairers to work, but had no better success than Sifton

and Glass had had. In November the Herald once again published the old

familiar story, "line down east of Pelly".23
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In August of 1881 the new Canadian Pacific Railway Company requested

permission to change the route of the ra i lway across the prairies. The

government irrrnediately asked, "Ho ..., do you propose to reach the Yellow-

head Pass?" The response "las that there might be a better pass giving

a "much more di rect" route to Kaml oops.
24

In Apri 1 of 1882 a bi 11 was

introduced in the House of CO�Dons authorizing the construction of the

C.P.R. "through some Pass other than the Yellow Head, pass". The fact

that it was presented by the Hon. Charles Tupper, Minister of Public

Works, indicates that the change was now government policy, and by early

IJ
•

t 1 25Th, d
..

t h th t f th CPR
.

'lay 1 was e«. 1S e c is t on 0 C ange e rou e 0 e ... S19-

nalled the end of the governiilent1s "pioneer telegraph line" policy.

With the Canadian Pacific Railway Company building its own telegraph

line along its own right-of-way - using its own flat-cars to haul the

telegraph poles to where they Here needed - the "pioneer" telegraph line

passed into discard as an a�d to railway construction.26 As for the

existing line, it was now clear that money spent on it would have nothing

to do with railway construction but would be an index of how much impor-

tance the government placed on maintaining an end to isolation in the

communities through which or near which it passed.

Tupper's crews worked with might and main to maintain service on

the old inter-lake line, but in spite of all their efforts it went out

of order in April and again in May of 1882.27 In July the Herald was

regularly publishing news which came by mail from Qu'Appelle - on the

C.P.R. - to Humboldt and then by telegraph again to Battleford. Not

until October did progress reports on the new telegraph line begin to

On tbe ]4th of that Gonth the Herald confidently announced that
'"

J
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the line would soon be finished.28 As for the old inter-lake line, all

the wire that it would pay to save would be sa1vaged.29 Line superin

tendent Hartley Gisborne made his headquarters in Battleford, but

connection between Qu'Appelle and Humboldt was not, in fact, made soon.3D
Winter passed and messages from the East began to come to the new

telegraph station at Touchwood Hills to be carried by courier across

the II gap" between there and Humbol dt. Th i sins tituti on of the "gap" was

commemorated by Lindeburgh, the operator at Touchwood Hills, who named

the new station II Kutawa", using the Cree word for Igap".31 In April the

Herald, always optimistic about this new line, still expected it to be

finished dai1y.32 Sumner passed and the "gap" was not closed. In August

the wire was strung but there was no communication, and not until Sep

tember of 1883 could the Herald report that the line was working.33
It is difficult to say what prevented more prompt action in com

pleting this line. Probably the best answer is that after April of 1882

no one was under any illusions about its strategic importance. Begun as

a pioneer line for a Canadian Pacific Railway, it was now simply a branch

line from the newly-built telegraph lines of the Canadian Pacific Rail

way Company, but operated as part of the Government Telegraph Service.
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Chapter Eight

USES OF THE TELEGRAPH

The pioneer telegraph was planned and constructed as an adjunct of

the projected Canadian Pacific Railway. Its first impact upon the areas

through which it passed, however, involved more than railways. Its

presence in an area ended the isolation of that area, allowing people to

communicate with each other quickly and relatively cheaply. This was the

function of the telegraph to which Lieutenant-Governor Archibald was

alluding in 1872 when he wrote:

... if we are to know how to deal effectively
with events in the remote West we must have
some way of obtaining information: Helena

1
[Montana] has telegraphic communication ...

Archibald well knew what he was writing about, having had experience

in attempting to communicate with the West. In 1870 he had sent Sir W. F.

Butler as a special envoy to all the old forts of the western prairies.2
He was to observe conditions and make recommendations concerning the

administration of the area. Butler had found that when he could travel

more than forty miles per day by horseback he was doing very well. When

he tried to travel farther than that he was risking the life of his horse.

To state it briefly, in 1870 the speed of travel and communications

across the West was limited to the distance a horse could travel in one

day and still be able to travel the next.3
The telegraph changed all that. It could be described as a unique

kind of tiny nerve extending out into the wilderness and enabling people

to talk with their relatives, friends, employers and employees with the

speed of electricity. But, unlike the nerves leading from the brain to

88
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the limbs of a living being, the telegraph had the valuable feature that

any place where a key could be "cut inll and grounded could become for a

time the brain. Hay Lakes could communicate with Ottawa or with Grizzly

Bear. Poplar Plains could telegraph to Humboldt or Livingstone as well

as to Battleford.4 And when the message arrived it was written down.

The addressee went away from the telegraph office with a piece of paper

in his hand. Some of these pieces of paper were crumpled up and thrown

away, but others were kept and are to be found in public and private

archives today.

In 1874, when the telegraph contracts were let, Fort Edmonton was

approximately twenty days travel from Winnipeg, the nearest telegraph

office. In August of 1876 H. A. F. Macleod, a surveyor working under

Sandford Fleming's direction, "arrived at the telegraph station on the

Hay Lakes trail to Edmonton". There he "was enabled to communicate by

telegraph with the office in Ottawa".5 For communication purposes eight

hundred miles had disappeared. Butler's title for his book, The Great

Lone Land, was no longer so appropriate as it had been. Fuller reported

to the Department of Public Works that for the portion of the year 1876

in which the telegraph line built by his contract was functioning, lithe

number of messages transmitted between Battleford and Pelly ... was 517.

Between Battleford and Hay Lakes - 80. Between Pelly and Hay Lakes -

53".6 While we cannot know the actual source or destination of the tele-

grams which came and went through "Pelly" (Livingstone), the station

operated jointly by Fuller and Colcleugh, even the convenience repre-

sented by the eighty telegrams sent between Battleford and Hay Lakes is

impressive.
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For the overwhelming majority of telegrams transmitted there is no

knowing either the sender or the receiver of the telegram, not to mention

7
the subject dealt with. A few were published in government reports.

8
Others are to be found in the files of government departments. No

doubt many are to be found in the files of private companies doing

business in the West in the l870's. A surprising number were reported

immediately to such newspapers as the Manitoba Daily Free Press and

Saskatchewan Herald, indicating how happy people were with the wonderful

new means of communication and how willing they were to share their news

with the editor of the local newspaper. The historian who is interested

in the history of the Edmonton area in the l870's, for example, - a

period when Edmonton had no newspaper - is well advised to study the

Saskatchewan Herald for the period from 1878 to 1880, and the Manitoba

Daily Free Press for the period before that. He will find that tele

graphed material makes up a significant part of the material gleaned.

He will find that he must discard far more than he can use, for the

information published covered the whole range of human activities over

an area in excess of eight hundred miles in length. And he will find

in this published potpourri the occasional item which warned of trouble

to come.

Metis requests were outlined in a story from Battleford in February

of 1877. They asked for the election of a councillor, for advances of

farm implements to assist them in farming, and for the appointment of a

trilingual Metis stipendiary magistrate.9 When the Territorial Council

met in March one of the measures considered had to do with protecting
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the buffalo from extermination.10 News of the Swan River meeting was

published the same day in Winnipeg. In October the Free Press gave a

description of a meteorological service, whereby reports telegraphed

from Battleford were compared with observations taken in Winnipeg and

published in tabular form.ll In November a man by the name of Flint blew

off a finger while shooting in the area near Battleford.12 No doubt

this was one occasion when the medical book kept in the telegraph office

at Battleford was put to good use.13 In December of 1877 checker play-

ers at Livingstone competed with players at Battleford, the moves being

transmitted by telegraph. Livingstone won.14
In January of 1878 someone sent a telegram from Winnipeg to Edmon

ton and the Free Press rejoiced; "This is one of the longest, if not the

longest, circuit without a repeater on this continent".15 A court case

in Battleford must have been embarrassing to the Mounted Police. The

policemen who had taken part in a gambling game were "handed over to

thei r i nspector" .1 6
A message from the Cree chi ef Bi g Bear was tel e-

graphed in March of 1878 to the effect that it would be useless for the

Territorial government to try to govern the Indians as long as they put

them in jail for killing buffalo.17 Big Bear was heard from again two

days later. The Indians wanted to handle their own affairs, he insisted.18
In May the Free Press announced P. G. Laurie's departure from Winnipeg

with the plant for the Saskatchewan Herald. A "private" telegram told

of his arrival in Battleford at the end of July.l 9
By the end of August

the Herald had begun publication of news at Battleford. While Laurie

was on his way west a land surveyor, William Ogilvie, then at Battleford,
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received a telegram from the Surveyor-General instructing him to assume

the direction of any survey parties that were then at Batt1eford.20
The feeling of isolation and the desire to be part of a larger

community were expressed by the Weldons in a Christmas telegram to the

Herald:

The citizens of Humboldt, one and all, from the

postmaster down to the train dogs, feel glad,
and in their gladness extend a hearty greeting
to the Herald, to Batt1eford, and its people.
The plum pudding is gurgling in the pot, the
beef is fizzling (sic) in the oven, and the

pemmican is - well, it's raw. These things make
us unspeakably happy, and feeling that everything
is well, we say, Merry Christmas to all.

Snow two feet deep.21
In February of 1879 Battleford was in direct telegraphic communica-

tion with Thunder Bay. The Thunder Bay operator couldn't believe it.

Isolation had ended for his area too.22
An indication of the costs of running the territorial government

was given in a telegram to Lieutenant-Governor Laird from J. S. Dennis,

in Ottawa:

Five thousand placed to your credit in Merchants I

Bank Winnipeg for North-West Govt expenses. J. S.
Denn is.

23

In October of 1879 a man by the name of Langdon was missing for

eight days in the area between Batt1eford and Sounding Lake, an area

almost devoid of wood for either shelter or fuel. He sent a telegram

from Hay Lakes stating that he was safe, and the Herald published the

24
story.

The telegraph and the newspapers were interdependent in a number of

ways, some not immediately obvious. Letters to the editor published in
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the Herald in the summer of 1879 had unexpected effects. One was that

Superintendent Little published a statement as to what telegraph rates

then were: one dollar for ten words, seven cents for each additional

word.25 Another was that Richard Fuller repeated an offer to the citi-

zens of Edmonton; he would extend the line to their town if the towns-

people would erect the poles and haul the wire along the eighteen miles

from the end of the 1ine.26 The offer was accepted, and the line com

pleted in late December.27 Extension of the telegraph line to Edmonton

did not mean the immediate establishment of a newspaper there, however,

and for the year 1880 it is still necessary to read the Herald or the

Free Press to find information concerning Edmonton. In March the Herald

reported that "Mr. Frank Lamoreux and others have telegraphed to Haslam

and Wilson for a 10-horse thresher and two self-rake reapers, mowers and

s u 1 ky ra kes II .28
With the establishment of the Bulletin in December of 1880 each of

the three telegraph contracts between the Rockies and Thunder Bay could

both communicate with each other and have telegraphed news recorded by

newspaper for its own citizens' interest and for that of posterity.29
Few localities in the West were more isolated than Grizzly Bear

telegraph station. Half way between Battleford and Edmonton, its isola

tion was more complete than a glance at the map would reveal. Freighters

avoided the telegraph, or "empty" trail, which crossed the deep Black-

foot, Grizzly Bear and Buffalo coulees, in favour of a more northerly

trail which offered fewer problems. Only freighters forced to travel

"empty" and telegraph repairmen used that part of the trail. Accordingly
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Grizzly Bear operators welcomed the occasional visit by travelling

Indians like the one telegraphed to the Bulletin in January of 1881:

A large band of Indians arrived here today and say
they have had no hard times this winter. They have
killed forty moose. Amongst the number was one

white one which they claim was the first white moose

ever killed in the North-West'30
Even when communication with the East was interrupted, as during

the period when the new line from Qu'Appelle was being built, freighters

and others used the line locally to notify their friends and business

acquaintances of their movements. For example, in November of 1882 the

Herald published the following notice received by telegraph from Edmon-

ton:

Jack Norris, Joe McDonald and D. Kiplin arrived
Monday for assistance. Their freight is still
at Grizzly Bear'3l

The telegraph made it possible for the people of the North-West to

use standard time, a proposal made by Sandford Fleming and adopted earlier

in 1883 by North American railways. The Herald announced the change of

time in December of that year:

The new standard of time has been adopted at the
telegraph office here. This is one hour slower
than the present Winnipeg time, and about thirteen
minutes faster than true solar time by which we

were formerly governed. The new standard time
has been generally adopted here'32

In June of 1884 when the trouble occurred at the Indian reserve

west of Battleford settlers at Saskatoon telegraphed an offer of fifty

armed men to help defend Battleford, indicating that settlers were alert

to the possibilities offered by the telegraph line in a time of emergency,33
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Evidence was soon forthcoming that showed the Indians were also well

informed about the telegraph and how to make it cease working. On

Thursday, June 19, while the Mounted Police were at the reserve coping

with the problem there, an attempt was made to establish telegraphic

communication with the reserve. A party made up of Hugh Richardson,

telegraph operator at Battleford, Wm. Smart and Wm. Laurie, drove out

to Thirty-Mile Lake, where the trail from Bresaylor to Poundmaker's

reserve crossed the telegraph line, a point about five miles from the

reserve. Here the line was cut and an instrument connected, but it was

not possible to contact Battleford. The line was examined, and the wire

was found tied down with willow withes in a slough not far from the

t
. 34

emporary statlon.

Only nine years after it had been built the pioneer telegraph line

had significantly altered life in the Canadian North-West, removing the

isolation of former times and giving a hint of the wonders of communica-

tion yet to come.

East of Selkirk, in eastern Manitoba and western Ontario, the

country served by the Oliver, Davidson telegraph contract, the impact

of the telegraph line was somewhat different. Railway contractors were

at first almost the only customers of the telegraph company. No terri

torial government was established at a point along the line, as had been

the case with the line in the North-West Territories. With the excep-

tion of Rat Portage there was no settlement between Selkirk and Thunder

Bay whose citizens could use the line for purposes which might eventually
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result in a published account in a newspaper.35 Of the telegrams sent

along the line the overwhelming majority must have been about railway

construction business, and are not readily available for study.36 Only

when something unusual or of the nature of an emergency arose did the

telegraph serve in such a way as to leave a published record of some

kind. Just such an emergency occurred at Cross Lake in May of 1879.

The telegraph played a key role which was to leave traces in the news-

papers and in government reports.

The emergency was the "strike on contract 15", and Winnipeg news-

papers referred to it in that way. Contract 15 had made news from the

beginning, and Winnipeg readers needed no explanation about it. The

contract involved grading and bridging from Cross Lake, near the Manitoba

Ontario border, to Keewatin, a distance of 36 1/2 miles, as well as

track-laying and ballasting from Selkirk to Keewatin, a distance of 112

miles.37 In November of 1876 there had been trouble about the signing

of the contract; the government would not accept the security offered.38
When the contract was finally let to Joseph Whitehead, the man who had

fired the first railway locomotive on the Stockton-Darlington railway in

Yorkshire, England, Winnipeggers shone in the reflected glory of the

event.39 The first locomotive to arrive in Manitoba, the "Countess of

Dufferin", brought in by the steamer "Selkirk", was intended for use on

contract 15.40 A second arrived on the steamer "Cheyenne" in June of

1878 destined for work on the same contract.4l Deaths caused by blast-

ing and drowning during the work on the contract were numerous, and the

accounts were telegraphed to Winnipeg and published in the newspapers.42
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In early May of 1879 it was decided to lower the wages paid on

contract 15 from $2.00 per day to $1.75.43 This decision, coupled with

other complaints that the men had about working conditions, caused them

to go on strike. Whitehead, in Ottawa at the time, got news of the

strike by telegraph. He instantly made the request that Col. Osborne

Smith and troops be ordered out to suppress the disorder.44 Men were

said to have seized works and stores and to have contemplated the '!des

truction of immense quantities of plant".45 It is possible that stores

had been seized, because under the arrangements then in effect employed

men ate at company kitchens and lived in company bunk-houses. When

they quit work they were paid by cheque and, �;ince non-employees had to

pay cash at company stores, would have to go hungry until they could

present the cheque where there was a bank.46 In this case many of the

men had not been paid in any way. It would have been most unusual if

men had not broken into stores. The Winnipeg Times thought it saw a

Communist threat in the strike, and reported that when a body of men

marched to a company office at Cross Lake they carried a Union Jack and

a red flag.47
On May 7 Ottawa telegraphed a warning to the three Winnipeg corps

of militia to hold themselves in readiness.48 A special force of

seventy men was assembled on May 8, and each man was issued with a short

rifle and bayonet, suited, as the Free Press reported it, for the

"business upon which they were sent".49 The men were given rations for

four days and 100 rounds of ball cartridges.50 Colonel Osborne-Smith

was in charge of the men, while Colonel Kennedy remained in Winnipeg in
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command of a reserve force.5l On the way out to Cross Lake a halt was

made at Monmouth where an operator cut into the line but was not able

to establish a circuit. At Rennie, a few miles farther east, another

stop was made, and this time it was possible to communicate with Cross

Lake.52 Charles Whitehead, the son of the contractor and superintendent

at Cross Lake, met the volunteers and put the facilities of the company

at their disposal. Blankets were issued and the men were given the

boarding house to oCCUpy.53 Immediately upon the arrival of the militia

at Cross Lake five ringleaders were arrested. These men made no resist

ance but held up their hands to be handcuffed, remarking, "Now we are

in the hands of the law we will have justice".54
Early next morning a long line of men was seen coming around a

curve in the tracks, some distance from the railway station. Colonel

Osborne-Smith immediately ordered the troops to fall in. A large number

of flat cars extended down the track a considerable distance in the

direction of the strikers, compelling them to string out in a long

narrow line. Colonel Osborne-Smith, taking a detachment of troops,

advanced to meet them. A car's length away he ordered the strikers to

halt. One of the strikers asked by what authority he ordered them to

halt, and made a few insolent remarks. While Osborne-Smith was talking

to the strikers the rest of the troops came up, stationing themselves

beside the other troops and on top of the flat cars. Some stationed

themselves a short distance along the tracks to guard against any attack

from the rear. When the strikers, some of whom were armed with sticks,

showed a disposition to advance, the troops were ordered to load their
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rifles, and Captain Brereton, stipendiary magistrate, was summoned and

t�e Riot Act was read. The men said that all they wanted was their pay.

Whitehead assured them that they would be paid up to the time they had

ceased work. The men wanted to know if they would be charged for the

food they had consumed during the strike and were told that they would.55
The men then retired and entered several boarding houses for their

breakfast before returning to get their pay.56
A later story, telegraphed to the Free Press, reported that all the

�en had ever asked for was their pay, which had been promised to them

from day to day but not paid. Most had received no money since February,

and when those who were paid received their cheques they had to go to

r L k hId' d
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�ross a e to cas tnem or spen tlme an money gOlng 0 lnnlpeg.

The five ringleaders were tried by Captain Brereton, the stipend-

iary magistrate. He warned the five that if they did not plead guilty

to a charge of common assault the more serious charge of rioting would

be laid. When the men pleaded guilty they were asked how much money

was coming to them. Justice was then administered to each on a sliding scale

from five to ten dollars, depending on the amount to his credit in the

books. The Manitoba Daily Free Press commented, "Br t t i sh justice,

heavens� What a burlesque on the time-honored name".58
For over a week the strike on contract fifteen occupied columns on

the front pages with news telegraphed in from Cross Lake.59 It would

have been a simple thing for the strikers to break the line, disrupting

cO�ffiunications with v/innipeg, but they must have known that they were

as dependent upon the line as the contractor was, and there is no record

r-------
...
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that the telegraph line was ever touched by them.

In July of 1879 another incident on the railway saw the telegraph

line in use as the news was sent to the newspapers. Lieutenant-Governor

Macdonald of Ontario visited Winnipeg, travelling by way of the Great

Lakes and the Dawson Route, and completing the trip on the section of

the C.P.R. east of Selkirk. A collision of trains occurred and the

Lieutenant-Governor narrowly missed being injured. The final portion of

the trip was accomplished by hand-car, and the Lieutenant-Governor was

forced to jump when the hand-car on which he was riding collided with

another hand-car.60
In 1880 another strike took place at Cross Lake and the telegraph

was used by Whitehead, the contractor, the men's delegates at Spruce

Lake and a correspondent of the Free Press reporting the affair.6l
In the official reports dealing with the later stages of railway

construction between Selkirk and Thunder Bay it is possible to catch a

glimpse of the functioning of the telegraph and of the importance of its

role.

Construction went on from both ends of the railway line, crews

working eastward from Selkirk and westward from Thunder Bay. At all

stages transportation of materials was the chief problem. Theoretically,

the nature of the country bei ng more or 1 ess the same throughout, con

struction should have proceeded from both ends at about the same pace.

No doubt the planners expected that this would be the case. But it did

not turn out that way. Surveyors and engineers had not counted on the

nearly insurmountable obstacle presented by Cross Lake. There the
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construction of railway line came to a stop while over 200,000 yards of

gravel were poured into ah embankment. The surveyors had evidently

been hasty in probing for the depth of the lake, and thought they had

found bottom when they had really only found a false blanket of silt.

Joseph Whitehead, the contractor, began work on the embankment in 1879

and was still pouring gravel into it when the government relieved him

of his contract in March of 1880.62 While this was going on track

laying was at a standstill, and the contractors on the next section

east,contract 42, were only able to do the work of clearing, cutting,

blasting and filling on their section of the projected railway.

Supplies for this contract were brought to the end of the track by

railway train and then unloaded, to be transported to points beyond by

wagon in summer or by sleigh in winter.63 The rolling stock of two con

tracts was moving back and forth along a single railway track. Obvious

ly trains would have to be driven onto sidings while other trains went

past. Without a telegraph to expedite the orders, every train would

have had to have a man running ahead of it with a red flag. Indeed, on

occasions when the telegraph line failed this still had to be done.

At the Thunder Bay end construction went forward more successfully,

and by August 25, 1881, the 232 1/2 mile-section from Prince Arthur's

Landing to Eagle River was "in safe condition for the passing of

trainsll. Train-loads of rails for the uncompleted section from Eagle

River to Keewatin began to move from Fort William over the two completed

sections to the end of the track at the same time as train-loads of

gravel were being hauled along the line to complete the work of ballasting
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where it was needed.64 Trains were constantly having to be switched

onto sidings while other trains passed by. With a functioning tele

graph line available it was a simple matter to convey the message to an

engineer to pull his train onto a certain siding while another train

passed by, perhaps with a load of empty cars to be returned to Fort

William.

While this type of work was being done other contractors were

using the railway track to deliver their materials where needed. For

example, W. Gooderham had the contract to install the Haggas system of

water service along the first 140 miles of track west from Fort William.65

During this construction period, as well as later during the time when

regular passenger and freight trains were running, an efficient tele-

graph service was almost indispensable.

Concerning the operation of the line in the last year it was

managed by Oliver, Davidson and Co., the official record has this to

say:

Considering the difficulties of maintenance in
a country where rock blasting is in progress,
communication may be considered to have been
fairly kept up during the year'66

In 1882 the contract with Oliver, Davidson and Co. was cancelled,

and the government operated the line. The next year the government

turned it over to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company who incorporated

it into their system.67
The line from Selkirk to Thunder Bay was the only one which devel

oped according to the government's plan of 1874. Built before the
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railway along the route which the railway eventually followed, it served

the railway builders and operators in the way the government intended.

The North-West Rebellion of 1885 has been dealt with in two excel-

1 t d·
68

ent s u les. In what is perhaps the best analysis of the military

aspects of the suppression of the rebellion, C. P. Stacey concluded

that "admtni s tr-at ion dominated the carnpa i qn". If this is true - and

Stacey has made a good case - then the role played by the telegraph was

crucial, although Stacey managed somehow to avoid saying so in his

69
study.

Before proceeding to show how the telegraph was of service at all

stages of the rebellion it is necessary to emphasize the fact that after

1883 Canadians were no longer dependent upon American telegraph systems.

The new C.P.R. syndicate had constructed a telegraph line along the new

railway line east of Thunder Bay.70 From Thunder Bay to Winnipeg the

original pioneer line had been taken over and improved by the C.P.R. and

was operated as part of their system.71 West of Winnipeg a line had

been built parallel with the railway.72 A line operated by the Govern

ment Telegraph Service stretched north from Qu'Appelle to Humboldt, the

1 d
.

the rri 1
. 73

o statlon on e ploneer lne. The government was considering re-

pairing the pioneer line west to Battleford, and plans were under way

to abandon the old line from Battleford to Edmonton,74 replacing it with

a new line north of the North Saskatchewan river.75 Short lines gave

connections with Prince Albert via Clarke's Crossing.76
The unrest in the North-West came as no surprise to either the
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Canadian government or to citizens interested enough to read their news-

papers. News telegraphed by government departments and by the Mounted

Police gave ample warning that there was discontent, and newspapers had

published warnings for their readers.77 The situation had become

serious enough by late March of 1885 that the General Officer Command-

ing Canadian Militia, Major-General Frederick Middleton, had been sent

to the North·-West before there was any actual bloodshed. When he

arrived in Winnipeg on the 27th he learned about the fight at Duck Lake,

and on that same day Prime Minister Macdonald informed the House of

Commons of the event.7S Both Middleton and Militia Minister Adolph

Caron had a lively appreciation of the importance of the telegraph.

Middleton sent telegrams to Caron almost every day he was in the North

West,79 and saw to it that military units were detailed to protect all

telegraph lines. As for Caron, he arranged for the construction of a

telegraph line to the Parliament Buildings and set up a telegraph office

right next to his own.SO In this way he maintained constant contact

with government officials in the North-West, with militia units as far

away as Halifax, with contractors serving or wishing to serve the govern-

ment, and, of course, with Middleton himself. He took his duties very

seriously. Caron's telegraph office either sent or received telegrams

on all of the fourteen Sundays between the battle of Duck Lake on March

26 and Big Bear's surrender on July 2, following a pattern set early in

the campaign,Sl and on thirteen of those Sundays Caron himself prepared

telegrams for transmission by his telegrapher.

The telegraph was used to order troops to set out for the North-west,S2
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and it was used to record their progress over the IIgapsll in the

country north of Lake Superior.83 One volunteer was even reached en

route by a telegram asking him for the combination of the safe at the

place where he worked.84 When news reports were published to the effect

that volunteers making their way along the shore of Lake Superior had

used the hull of a schooner for shelter, the owner telegraphed to Caron

warning him that the volunteers should be careful with their campfires,

since the vessel was not covered by insurance.85 Caron dutifully tele

graphed the warning to the officers concerned.86
Middleton chose to march north from Qu'Appelle along the telegraph

line, and in the weeks that followed he was constantly able to be in

touch with Caron by telegraph.8? Indeed, he was occasionally in touch

with commanders elsewhere in the field. He was at a camp at Touchwood

Hills, for example, when he wired to Major-General T. B. Strange to

assume command of the Alberta Field Force.88 Again, he was in camp on

the Salt Plain north of Touchwood Hills at the time he telegraphed to

Colonel W. D. Otter to leave for Battleford.89 The procedure necessary

was simple; a telegrapher accompanied Middleton and his staff, and when

a message had to be sent he would IIcut inll on the line and establish a

temporary telegraph station.90
Middleton and Caron were not alone in recognizing the utility of

the telegraph. At,an early stage of operations both Strange and Colonel

Osborne-Smith recommended �onstruction of a line linking Calgary and

Edmonton.9l On his march north Strange gave orders for the construction

of the line to be begun, and part of it was actually completed.92 A line
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linking Saskatchewan Landing on the South Branch with the C.P.R. at Rush

Lake was built early in the campaign to facilitate the movement of

supplies intended for the Otter and Middleton columns.93 Probably

motivated by fear of a general Indian uprising involving the Blackfoot

confederacy, the government built telegraph lines connecting with the

recently-built C.P.R. lines. It is possible that the government also

saw these lines assisting in economic development after the rebellion.

One established telegraphic communication between Wood Mountain and the

C.P.R. line at Moose Jaw.94 The other connected Fort Macleod with Dun-

more Junction, near Medicine Hat, by way of Lethbridge, along a route

later useful to the Northwest Coal and Navigation Company.95
When Middletonls force was north of Humboldt that place was some-

times for practical purposes the terminus of the line, and a courier

service was instituted to take telegrams to Humboldt and to return with

telegrams received at Humboldt.96 The one photograph in existence which

shows the old Humboldt telegraph station also shows a mounted courier

in conversation with Lieutenant-Colonel G. T. Denison, officer command

ing the Governor-General IS Bodyguard, 6ne of a number of units detailed

to guard lines of communication.97 The entire regiment of 9th Volti-

geurs of Quebec was used to guard other such centres on lines of

�ommunication as Fort Macleod, Calgary, Langdon, Gleichen, and Crow

foot.98 Detachments of other regiments were posted at QulAppelle, Swift

Current, Touchwood Hills, and Clarkels Crossing.99 A detachment of the

Montreal regiment then known as the 65th Mount Royal Rifles built the

telegraph line which Strange ordered built to Peace Hills from the old
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terminus of the pioneer line south of Fort Edmonton.100 At a late

stage in the rebellion a detachment of the 7th Fusi1iers were at the

temporary telegraph station at Telegraph Coulee, just west of the Elbow

of the North Saskatchewan River and not far from the present village

of Borden, Saskatchewan.101
An interesting situation developed when Middleton reached Fish

Creek. Part of his force was on the east side of the South Branch and

part was on the west, moving north along the branch telegraph line to

Prince Albert. Communication between the two parts of the force was a

problem, and various methods were tried, including bugle ca11s.102
Gunner Wood, telegrapher with Midd1eton's column, solved the problem

by running a field line of insulated wire across the South Branch,

giving Middleton instant communication via the Prince Albert branch

1
.

d C1 k I C
. 103 Th i t ta i 1 b h fi 11ne an ar e s ross1ng. 1S mus cer a1n yet e 1rst examp e

of the field use of temporarily-laid telegraph field lines by Canadian

forces.

The Metis seem to have made little or no attempt to disrupt

telegraphic communications.104 Only on a couple of occasions was it

suggested that a break in the line had been caused by enemy action.

Middleton marvelled at this, and stated in his report that Riel must

have been seeing to it that the line was not damaged so that when he had

defeated Middleton he could use it to negotiate terms with Ottawa.105
Midd1eton's report contains a copy of a map made by the Metis of tele

graph and other installations at Clarke's Crossing.106 The map was

captured by Middleton's forces when they took Batoche. One must marvel
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with Middleton at this tactical oversight - if oversight it was - on the

part of the Metis. A few men detailed to make systematic breaks in the

telegraph line at a point in the Touchwood Hills where there was plenty

of protective cover available would certainly have caused Middleton

serious embarrassment. As it was Middleton was free to direct the cam-

paign as he chose, and he chose to direct it by telegraph.

Otter's attack on the Cree camp at Cut Knife Hill was made with

out consultation with Middleton, but Otter had telegraphed to Lieutenant

Governor Dewdney for permission,107 and Dewdney, in replying by telegraph

and giving his permission, did not remind Otter that he should have con

sulted Midd1eton.10S
With victory in hand after the battle of Batoche, Middleton sent

a report to Caron109 by telegraph and received telegrams of congratula

tion from Governor-General Lansdowne in Ottawa and from Lord Wo1se1ey,

then in Egypt.110 Midd1eton's force marched to Battleford and made a

junction with Otter's.lll The united force then moved up the North

Saskatchewan River to assist Strange and the Alberta Field Force in the

pursuit of Big Bear. This part of the expedition saw Middleton at his

greatest distance from the telegraph line. The solution adopted was

simple and effective. A telegrapher was given an escort and ordered to

establish a temporary telegraph station by "cutting in" on the pioneer

line at a point due south of Fort Pitt. Mounted couriers rode back and

forth bearing telegrams throughout the entire search for Big Bear. The

last telegrams concerning the movements of troops in the field in search

of an enemy passed through this temporary station, and the name
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Straubenzie became familiar to readers of newspapers.112 Later tele-

grams, like those sent from Telegraph Coulee, had to do with collecting

supplies left at strategic points and with the preparations for trans

porting the troops to their homes.113 Some of the units were rewarded

by being taken on a tour of the C.P.R. into British Columbia as far as

the Columbia River,114 and these arrangements were made by means of

telegrams passing between Caron, Middleton and the officers in Calgary.115
But most troops were sent home as directly as possible, some proceeding

to Winnipeg by C.P.R. ,116 others being transported to that city by river

steamer down the North Saskatchewan River and by lake steamer on Lake

W" 117
mm peq. Certain units were taken east over the recently-completed

C.P.R. ,118 while others made part of the journey by Great Lakes steamer,

completing it from Owen Sound, Ontario, by rail.119
On one occasion after the end of the rebellion there was public

acknowledgment of the role played by the telegraph service. This was

expressed on November 28 by the Winnipeg Daily Free Press after the

executions of the Indians at Battleford. The Saskatchewan Herald re-

published the words of praise:

Great credit is due the Government and C.P.R.
operators for the excellent service rendered
yesterday in the transmission of the report of
the Battleford execution. The report, as

published this morning, comprises two thousand
words, which were put on the wires at 9 o'clock
mountain time, and received at Winnipeg at
10:55 central time. When the difficulty of

operating a line of such length as the Government
wire is considered, together with the time
necessarily consumed in transferring a despatch
of such length to the C.P.R. wires at Qu'Appelle,
it will be seen that the operators must have
acted with the utmost promptness in order to
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make the time above recorded. It is but fair
to say that the telegraph service of the North-West
is unexcelled by any on the continent.l20

The telegraph operators and maintenance men had to be satisfied

with this verbal tribute to their efforts at the time of the rebellion.

When the War Claims Commission met, F. N. Gisborne made a small claim

for each of the telegraphers who had made possible the functioning of

the line during the rebellion:

the above [name�listed performed under the most
hazardous circumstances, the different stations
being in the heart of the rebel stronghold. All
admit the efficiency of the service, which was ...

performed under very trying circumstances.

Gisborne's application was rejected.12l
The telegraph and its telegraphers have not fared any better at

the hands of historians. Stanley, in The Birth of Western Canada,

accepted as the standard work on the rebellion, both cites and quotes

telegrams but nowhere makes a statement concerning the system that

existed.122 One map gives no hint of the existence of the line, and

the other �ontains errors. The military historian, C. P. Stacey, in

his short study intended for the use of soldiers, states that "conmuni-

cati ons wi th the East were st i 11 imperfect" and then goes on to use the

words "telegraphed" or "telegrams" on almost every page. His map, like

Stanley's, shows no trace of a telegraph system.123 The best map so far

is that illustrating Goodspeed's short account, which, while incomplete,

at least shows that Middleton's line of march was along the telegraph

line north of Qu'Appelle.
124

A well-illustrated and otherwise well-

researched article by Pierre Berton manages to allude to the presence
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of a telegraph line without ever stating whether it extended into the

North-West.125 And the most recent work, that of Morton and Roy, a

mine of information on the telegrams of the campaign, nowhere gives a

description of the lines then existing. The maps, likewise, ignore the

line completely.126
In an age which lays stress on the importance of communications

these would seem to be strange oversights.
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Chapter Nine

THE LAST YEARS OF THE PIONEER LINE

Immediately after the close of the north-west rebellion the govern

ment gave its attention to the rerouting of the line from Batt1eford to

Edmonton, a project which had been temporarily postponed because of the

hostilities in 1885. A new departure featured construction of the

section from Batt1eford to Fort Pitt on which fire-proof tubular iron

telegraph poles were used.1 Contracts were let, construction went

forward and the line was ready for use in 1887. At this time the old

line, via the Four Blackfoot Hills and the old terminus of the Fuller

contract south of Edmonton, was abandoned. The only section of the

pioneer line still in use by 1887, then, was the section from Humboldt

to Batt1eford. Much of this section would remain in use until the 1ine's

abandonment in 1923.

Superintendent Gisborne, always willing to tryout new ideas, had

installed telephones on the Wood Mountain-Moose Jaw line in 1885. Used

at first on an experimental basis, they operated very successfully, and

immediately afterward telephones were installed on the line connecting

Clarke's Crossing with Saskatoon and on that connecting Edmonton with

St. Albert.2 These are believed to be the first uses of the telephone

in the North-West Territories.3
The period after 1885 saw an increase in the number of settlers

coming to the West, and the extension of railway lines went on rapidly.

Here and there telegraph lines or portions of lines were abandoned as

telegraphic services were provided by these railways. With the building

123
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of the Regina to Prince Albert railway, for example, the government

telegraph line linking Saskatoon with Prince Albert via Clarke's C�oss

ing was abandoned.4
Gisborne died in 1892 and was succeeded by D. H. Keeley, but no

change in policy resulted; telegraphic services were to continue to be

provided in areas where none would otherwise be available.5 As home

steads were taken up in areas served by the telegraph line it was often

found necessary to reroute portions of the line to make it follow road

allowances where it was out of the way of the cultivation of fields.6
Crews were kept busy at this in several parts of the West. In addition,

every effort was made to keep telegraph services abreast of, or in

advance of, settlement. When the Barr colonists made their long trek

from Saskatoon to Lloydminster in 1903, a spur line was quickly built

to Lloydminster from a point just east of Onion Lake and an office

opened.7 An extension was made from Edmonton to Athabaska Landing in

1905,8 an extension which was eventually to reach Hudson Hope in

British Columbia.9
The year 1905 could easily have seen the abandonment of the Humboldt

to Edmonton section of the government lines. The construction of a

Canadian Northern Railway line through Warman and North Battleford to

Edmonton saw the duplication of telegraphic services in an area which

the government line had served since 1875. The government line was not

abandoned, however, because of its connections with the area north of

the North Saskatchewan River in Alberta, an area not served by a railway

until some years later.
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The telegraph line never made money, and a good case could have

been made for abandoning it. The increase in population did not mean

a rapid increase in net revenue. For example, in 1883-4, the revenues

were $2,725.00, while expenses were $18,000.00.10 Nearly thirty years

later, in 1921, expenses were over $195,000.00, while revenues had in

creased to $49,000.00.11 The reasons are not hard to find. Settlers

who came to the West by railway tended to use the telegraphic services

offered by that railway. On the other hand, the government lines,

constantly being extended into areas of sparse population, were in the

position of providing a basic minimum of service over a maximum of

distance.

Questions asked in the House of Commons in February of 1923 brought

the answer that 5,762 messages had been transmitted in the preceding

year over the Qu'Appelle-Battleford line. At that time all places on

the line but Baljennie in Saskatchewan and some settlements farther

west in Alberta were served by either C.P.R. or C.N.R. telegraph lines.12
On April 1, 1923, the 423 miles of the Qu'Appelle-to-Onion Lake

section, including the only remaining section of the pioneer line, was

abandoned. Ten offices were closed and eleven employees were laid off

at a saving of $16,500.00.13
The pioneer telegraph line, begun as an aid in the construction of

a Canadian Pacific Railway, kept in existence as a means of ending the

isolation of a frontier region, finished by serving as a valuable con

venience to immigrants in the period of massive immigration which

settled the agricultural West.
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Chapter Ten

CONCLUSION

It would be pleasant to be able to conclude that the pioneer tele

graph line had in some way played a key role in the development of

western Canada. Unfortunately that is only partly true. Few Canadian

leaders appear to have had a clear idea of the role that the telegraph

could play. One wonders if the political paralysis of the period prior

to Confederation had left these men unprepared to assume the quasi

imperial responsibilities of the late 1860ls and 18701s.

Leaders of the provinces of Canada drew back from cooperating in

a scheme that would have given British North America a coast-to-coast

telegraph system in 1865. When it became his lot to use the materials

left at hand by that abortive effort Lieutenant-Governor Archibald of

Manitoba acted with dispatch and persistence in bringing telegraph

services to Manitoba, and one wishes that there had been more Archi

balds in cabinet positions elsewhere. The government of John A. Mac

donald seemed completely unable to follow Archiba1d1s advice about the

importance of concluding treaties with the western Indians. Valuable

time was lost and the western Indians were still not included in any

treaty when Fu11er1s crews began work in the 1875 construction season.

As a result the telegraph line across the prairies, which could easily

have been finished in 1875 was not ready until 1876. One can understand

Mackenzie1s wish to show British Columbia that progress was being made

on the Canadian Pacific Railway, but the decision to start work without

having concluded treaties with the Indians was foolhardy to say the

�'---------------'\
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least.

The choice of the inter-lake route is completely inexplicable,

all things considered. The Macdonald government had appointed Sandford

Fleming engineer-in-chief of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the

Mackenzie government retained him in that position. Fleming had a

double portfolio, being in charge of the Intercolonial Railway as well.

Whether Fleming's choice of the inter-lake route was influenced by the

deepening economic depression of the 1870's is debatable, but there is

no doubt that it retarded the development of the Canadian West. Not

only was it impossible to make the telegraph line across the inter-lake

region work well, but areas being opened up for settlement west of

Winnipeg were left without telegraph service.

Alexander Mackenzie also held a double portfolio, acting as prime

minister at the same time as minister of public works. All available

evidence suggests that he should have relinquished one or the other.

With a half-time minister of public works and a half-time engineer-in

chief it was inevitable that mistakes like the decision on the Barnard

contract would be made. It is clear that there were good strategic and

local reasons for completing the Edmonton-to-Cache Creek contract in

1875 or 1876 as originally planned, reasons having to do with binding

B.C. more firmly into Confederation as well as with the development of

interior B.C. and the area between Yellowhead Pass and Edmonton.

In all fairness it must be stated that the Macdonald government,

when it came to power, did not seem to place any greater priority on

completing the pioneer line. There were three years between Macdonald's
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assumption of power in 1878 and the request made by the C.P.R. to aban

don the Ye110whead route for the railway. There was plenty of time to

finish the telegraph line if the government had considered it important.

The Macdonald government's record was no better where maintaining

an existing service was concerned. Four years elapsed between the

decision to build the railway south of Lake Manitoba and the actual

completion of the line replacing the inter-lake line.

In the case of the Selkirk-to-Thunder Bay line the Mackenzie

government was fortunate in not having to make any decisions beyond

the initial decision to set crews at work. Any route from Selkirk to

Thunder Bay was going to be fraught with difficulties, and the govern

ment is to be commended for persisting in its efforts even if it should

become clear that there was corruption involved in the letting of the

contracts. The construction of the telegraph line and the completion

of most of the railway track from Selkirk to Thunder Bay is one of the

Mackenzie government's major achievements. It is a story that at this

writing is for the most part left untold.

A valuable concomitant of the construction of the pioneer telegraph

line is its contribution to western Canadian history. The extent to

which this is true is only partly revealed by a study of pioneer news

papers. One has only to consider the contents of the recently-published

Telegrams of the North-West Campaign, and the contribution it has made

to an understanding of the events of 1885. Telegrams in collections

now held in the Public Archives of Canada may some day shed light on

the difficulties faced by those who built the railway from Selkirk to
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Thunder Bay.

In conclusion the writer would estimate that government policy as

it concerned the four contracts of the pioneer telegraph line in west

ern Canada was about fifty per cent effective. It is not fair to blame

the contractors or the maintenance men for this. Nor is it fair to

blame one government. Delays, neglect, poor decision and lack of de

cision on the part of three governments prevented the policy from being

a success.



Appendices

Note concerning Appendix 1. In the preface to this thesis the writer
made reference to a map which stimulated his curiosity and led him to
make researches concerning the pioneer telegraph. The portion of the

map which shows Eleanor telegraph station is reproduced in Appendix 1.
This map, known as Eleanor - Map 1, is followed by another labelled
Eleanor Map - 2, which incorporates the writer's findings as to Eleanor's
location. The writer has made other studies - some successful, some

unsuccessful at this writing - concerning other telegraph stations and
structures on the Sifton, Glass contract and on the Fuller contract.
These studies have been deposited in the Saskatchewan Archives in
Saskatoon, the Provincial Archives of Alberta, in Edmonton, Alberta,
and in the Provincial Archives of Manitoba, in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Note concerning Appendix 2. The writer's researches concerning the
telegraph line to Peace Hills are included here because while the
construction of the telegraph line is part of the historical event
known as the North-West Rebellion of 1885 no reference to it is to be
found in Middleton's Report, in Strange's Gunner Jingo's Jubilee or in
the Sessional Papers dealing with aspects of the rebellion.
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Appendix 2

The Extension To Peace Hills

The need for a telegraph line along the western Alberta frontier

was already evident in 1883, when F. N. Gisborne, general superintendent

of the Government Telegraph Service, travelled along that frontier in

1883 as part of an inspection tour. He noted the existence of a string

of small settlements along the Calgary-Edmonton trail and recommended

the construction of a telegraph line linking Edmonton with Calgary and

giving service to the settlements between them.l No action was taken

on his recommendation, however, and when the North-West Rebellion broke

out in the spring of 1885 this 185-mile frontier was still without tele

graph service. In a telegram to Hon. A. P. Caron in Ottawa, Lt.-Col.

W. Osborne-Smith, then officer commanding the Alberta Field Forces,

pointed out that the cost of couriers between Gen. Strange's column,

then marching to Edmonton, and Calgary, where telegraphic service to

Ottawa was available, was very great.2 The same was true of courier

service between Macleod and Calgary. He recommended the construction

of a telegraph line connecting these three points, and estimated that

the time required for construction would be "inside twenty days".3
The same idea was expressed by Strange himself in a telegram six

teen days later.4 Then at Fort Edmonton, Strange was about to leave

with his Alberta Field Force for the Fort Pitt area, where he hoped to

engage the Cree force under Big Bear. He was worried about the lines

of communication which would grow longer as he marched east. The

Indians had looted the store at Battle River, and while they were now
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quiet they might attack supply trains if there was no show of force like

that presented by the detachments at Red Deer crossing,S Battle River6
and Peace Hills.7

There is abundant evidence that Strange gave orders for the con-

struction of a telegraph line reaching from the old IIterminus", near

the present-day town of Leduc, to the government farm at Peace Hills

where the 65th Mount Royal Rifles constructed a blockhouse and fortified

the farmyard, although no record of this order can be found in Gunner

Jingo's Jubilee or in the Report.8 Strange alluded to it, however, in

a letter published in the Calgary Tribune and republished in the Sask

atchewan Herald for October 15, 1887. Evidently General Middleton

suppressed certain portions of Strange's report. When Strange called

this to his attention Middleton at first denied it and then said that

the omitted portions were not important anyway. One of the omitted

paragraphs supplied to the Tribune by Strange was as follows:

The cattle districts in the heart of the Indian
reserves were secured, the frontier patrolled, and
Indian and Fenian incursions prevented, and
telegraph communication established.

A French-Canadian soldier, recalling the activities of his detach

ment at Peace Hills, has given us thts account of the completion of the

line:

A few days later, the telegraph line from Edmonton
was finished. The construction of this line had
been ordered by Major-General Strange before his
departure from Edmonton. The work was carried
forward with despatch. The man in charge was a Mr.
Parker ... The soldiers helped in the construction
of the line. On the 23rd of Mayall was finished
and the line was functioning ... Mr. Parker made
his headquarters in the interpreter's house, and

stayed there until the 23rd of June'g
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The Edmonton Bulletin announced the line's completion too, adding

the detail that the wire had been fastened to every second pole for the

time being, and that a construction party would attach the remaining
.

d
10

ones as requlre .

There was an impression abroad that the line would soon be extended

to Calgary. Leonidas Rousseau, a soldier of No.5 company, 9th Volti

geurs of Quebec, accompanied a supply column from Calgary to Edmonton

in May and June of 1885. He noted that while the telegraph line ended

at Peace Hills,

This line will go before long as far as Calgary,
connecting all the forts scattered throughout
an immense area of the north-west.

11

It was probably good for the morale of the Peace Hills detachment

of the 65th to be thus set to work building a telegraph line. By the

time the men of the 65th had reached Peace Hills they had begun to

wonder what was going to become of their battalion if Strange continued

to leave detachments along his lines of communication.12 It was a

practical move too. Strange remarked that most country-born Canadians

coul d II bui 1 d a house or make a toothpi ck" with an axe.
13

A telegrapher

was handy in the person of Julius Foster Dyke-Parker, who had come in

from Eleanor in the early part of April.
14

Strange had noted that the

country contained plenty of timber for po1es.15 It must have seemed

sound for a number of reasons to order the line's construction.

Probably the telegraph line would have been extended farther south

toward Calgary if the rebellion had lasted much longer. But by the

latter part of May the battle of Batoche had been won, and it was just
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a matter of time until Big Bear would have to surrender. Thejofficers

at Peace Hills most likely didn't think it was worthwhile to set to

work on the second section which would have connected Fort Ethier at

Peace Hills with Fort Ostell at Battle River. No more work was done on

the line.

At this writing it has not been possible to ascertain how much

use was made of the line. We have noted that Parker remained at Peace

Hills until June 23. In later years Parker told of being a "telegrapher

with General Strange's column" and sending out what he assumed were

"important military messagesll because they were lIin cipherll•16
In October of 1885 the citizens of Edmonton petitioned for the

construction of a telegraph line direct to Calgary, making use of the

existing line to Peace Hi11s.'7 No action was taken on the request,

however, although the Peace Hills line remained in position until late

in 1887.18 In October of that year W. McKay had orders to take down the

Peace Hills line, "erected by Gen. St ranqe"; and store the wire in

Edmonton.
19

Edmonton citizens would have to wait several years for

direct telegraphic communication with Calgary. It was provided by the

Canadian Pacific Railway when that company's line was built from Calgary

to Edmonton.20
Osborne-Smith's recommendation of a line giving communications with

Macleod was acted on, but not in the way he suggested. A telegraph line

was built between Dunmore Junction on the C.P.R. and Macleod by way of

Lethbridge, probably because of fears of a general uprising of Indians

involving the great Blackfoot Confederacy.2l After the rebellion this
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line was leased to the Northwest Coal and Navigation Company, who paid

an annual rent of 5% of the government's investment in the line.22 In

1896 the Dunmore Junction to Lethbridge section of this line was sold

to the Company, and the Macleod to Lethbridge section was turned over to

the North-West Mounted Police.23
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Footnotes to Appendix 2

1. CSP, 1884 (No.9), Appendix 21, pp. 251-8. The entire report has
been reproduced in J. S. Macdonald's The Dominion Telegraph, pp.
47-59.

2. One individual received $100 per day for providing the service.
CS P, 1886 (No.6), p. 158.

3. Morton and Roy, Telegrams of the North-West Campaign; Osborne-Smith
to Caron, p. 209.

4. Morton and Roy, Telegrams of the North-West Campaign; Strange to
Caron, p , 290.

5. T. B. Strange, Gunner Jingo's Jubilee, p. 443; C. R. Daoust, Cent
Vingt Jours de Service Actif Au Nord-Ouest, p. 59, pp. 175ff.

6. C. R. Daoust, op. cit., pp. 115ff.

7. Ibid., p. 62; pp. 157 ff.

8. Maj.-Gen. Sir Frederick Middleton, Report Upon The Suppression of
the Rebellion in the North-West Territories ...

9. C. R. Daoust, op. cit., pp. 165-6. Translated from the French by
the writer. See map on p. 136 of this thesis.

10. The Bulletin, May 23, 1885.

11. George Beauregard, Le 93 Bataillon Au Nord-Ouest, p. 85. Translated
from the French by the writer.

12. C. R. Daoust, op. cit., p. 62.

13. T. B. Strange, op. cit., p. 440.

14. The Bulletin, April 11, 1885.

15. Morton and Roy, op. cit., p. 290.

16. Regina Leader-Post, October 3, 1942. J. F. D. Parker was later a

prominent Anglican clergyman, serving in several Saskatchewan
parishes.

17. Calgary Tribune, November 18, 1885, quoting from The Bulletin for
October 31, 1885.

18. An 1886 map shows a "proposed telegraph line" to Calgary, as well
as the Peace Hills line. See map entitled Description of the
North-West Territories West of the Fourth and Fifth Initial Meridian.
Ottawa. Department of the Interior, 1886.



19. The Bulletin, October 29, 1887.

20. c. H. Stout, Frontie� Da�s in Leduc and D;strict, 1956, p. 8.

2l. csr , 1886 (No. 12) , p. cxx;i;.

22. CSP, 1887 (No. 11 ) , p. cxix.

23. CSP, 1897 (No. 9), Appendix No. 12.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

iiumbo Ld t - Qu I A1':0('1118 line oornp Le t e d in 1683

Traditional cart trail from Fort Garry to t he liVest

Telegraph lines givine; Man:L tcb a and British Columbia connections
W�L th eas tern Canada by vvay of U. S. line s

stations established between

1875 and 1878 (in purDle)
Hudson's Bay Company Forts
in the vicinity of the

pioneer line (in red)
1. Cache Creek
2. Kamloops 1. Fort Garry

2. For-t Ellice

l: Fort Pelly
Fort Carlton

s. Fort Pitt
6. Fort Edmonton

Hay Lake s

Gri z z Lv Bear
Telegr�ph Flat (Battleford)
Clarke's Crossing
Humboldt
Poplar Plains
Livingstone
The N ar-r-ows

Selkirk
D8rl inr>; tun (Ra t
(Ke ewatin)
Eagle Riyer
Engl i ah Liiver

Fort -William

Natural Features (in blue)

Portage) 1. Yellowhead Pass
2. Four blackfoot Hills
3. The Elbow of the North

Saskatchewan River
h. Round Hill (now known as

1\'10 un t Carmel)
5. The Salt Plain
6. Little Touchwood Hills
7. Touchwood Hills
8. Hiding l'llountain
9. Gross Lake

10. Eorth Thompson River

stations established in later
years (in green)

16. Savona's Perry
17. Leduc
18. Edmonton
19. strang
20. Eleanor
21. Straubenzie, Howe
22. Telegraph Couleet Henrietta

23. Kutawa (Touchwood Hills)
2 !�. For t Qu' Appe LLe

canadian Pacific Rail way completed in 1885
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